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;iii fence in the cattle on the three Isolds mentioned
Chough it is claimed
etc are distinctive points enough to
.:e those of Guernsey as a breed
by itet from all w e can gather we are of
•pillion that certain interested parare straining to “make a breed" for
sake ot speculative purposes. That
cattle of Guernsey average a little
gei can be accounted for in a v ery satictory manner on the score of feed
; care, and a freer habit at
pasturage.
l.-band of Jeisey is thickly inhabited
the cattle when out of tire stables—
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of them at all times almost excluu
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seventh. They are the most persistmilkers of any breed. They seldom
dry for more than six weeks. Many
stances are on record of cows giving
it a dozen calves in as many
years,
about ever ceasing to give a good yield
|-f milk.
Kighth. They make more butter from
; given amount of feed than the
cows of
Two pounds and a
ny other breed.
al ter of butter a day is not an uncomioii yield for a cow in the Winter, rejig a dozen pounds of dry hay and
pounds of corn meal, mixed with two
aids of wheat shorts.
Ninth.
They will make more butter
welve running months than will the
-1 of
any other breed. Several cows
a tiiis
country made in l^so over seven
aired pounds of butter each, two of
in nearly eight hundred
pounds each,
i d none of these cows are believed to
ave yet reached the full limit of their
vers.
Records for herds of b()(), .'550,
m! 400 pounds are to he found in manv
it
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Diphtheria

Natal.

in

Recompense.

“One of the Ambulance’’ sends the fol“We

per:
of the

1IY t'Altl.OTTA l'ERHY.

The earth gives us treasure four-fold for all
that we give to its bosom.
The care we bestow oil the plant comes hack in
the bud and the blossom.

extract from a South African pa

lowing

touch for the

can

for

following remedy

efficiency
diphtheria. .V

Tile »un draws the sea to the sky. oh. stillest
and strangest of powers.
And returns to the hills and the meadow the
gladness of bountiful showers.

few years ago, when this dreaded disease

raging m England, a very simple and
rapid remedy for it was discovered by the
was

The mother regains her lost voutli in the beauty
and youth of her daughters.
We arc fed after many long days by the bread
that we east on the waters.

celebrated Or. Eield.

He put a teaspoonfill of Hour of sulphur into a wine-glass o
water, and stirred it with his linger instead of a spoon, as t lie sulphur does noi
readily amalgamate with water. Whir
the sulphur was well mixed he gave it
as a gargle, and in Pm minntesthe patient
i himstone kills every
was out of danger,
species of fungus in man. beast, and plant
Instead of spitting tin
in a few minutes.
gargle out. be recommended the swallowing of it. In extreme eases, to which lit
had been called just in the nick of time,
when tlie fungus was too near closing t<
allow gargling, lie blew the dry sulphur
through a quill into the throat, and after
the fungus had shrunk to allow of it,
then the gargling, and he never lost a
patient from diphtheiia. [English Paper.

Never

I’entb.
Their butter has a higher
i in Winter, as well as in Hummer,
nan that of any other breed
except the

bieinsey.

Eleventh. The milk, the cream, and
butter of the Jersey has a richer

he

taste and a morelively and agreeable tlar at all times of the
year than that of

any other breed.
I welfth. The butter of this breed, in
n xtore and
grain, has no equal. Its
firmness, its freedom from a salvy character in the heats of Hummer, is particu-

larly noticeable.

Never

A Michigan lady writes that to kill inerts she uses one teaspoonful of kerosene
to a gallon of water, and
it on

sprinkles

plants with a hand broom. It destroys
the green dies, currant worms and other
pests, and was used without injury on

fuchsias, geianiums,

callas

and other

plants.

It is far better to

keep

cattle in the

barn three weeks too long than turn them
out a week too soon—better for the cattle
and better for the pasture.
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are advertised in our columns,
for ague, biliou-ncs- a d kidnev
Tliose who use them say the> cannot
be too high'; reroinmend'-d. Those atilieted shouhl
give them a fair trial, ami w ill become thereby enthusiastic in i!: * prai--of their curative qualities.
Portland Ad.
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“Wheat Bitter-."
Mothers require it. Children
Price 81.00 per I•ottle.
Fathers buy ii.
er> mr it.
For sale by all druggist-.
*ilum
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made the egg tan*L but Italian- *f ]e-s
have ma*l«‘ the peanut stand.
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-eientilie lr«»n Medicine that doe- not
In adaclie. iV**.. lmf gi\c-t<* the sy-tem all
lit- -I iron without it- bad effects, iJr n liltt* r-.
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exclaimed tin* ilefault-
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Ladie- in ;< li. a tv lioaith "i- fi*i*ble <-!iiidren never
fail to find relic! b\ u-ing “Wheat Bitters.” All

druggi-tAdam
couldn’t

k*
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j» tliem.
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Among ilie little item- f personal comfort and
economy are AVer’s Pill- Tln\ are th<* ready remedy which defeat many disorder-, if taken in -ea-*
son, ami should be kept in every family.
When

a

couple

make up their minds
a tie vote.

to

«_•

«-t

mar-

ried it may be called

bad been tr nbied with Kidnc) ousplaiut for
year- when I began taking Fi.ixii: m I.ll'i: Pool
one bottle eompii ti'ly i*ii!***<I me.
.!<•--<■ J). Bisbec,
Boston, Mas.-.
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Kink.

Mad*- fr -m harmless material
and ad.ipte*! b>
tic- need- of lading and falling hair. Parker- Hair
Bd-am i.a- taken the highc-t rank a- an elegant
ami reliable hair restorative.
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purely vegetable compound. Ill liimi K
Bmtkhs, n.ay b«- justly tenneil the LlIj ir
a pleasant and » ffi ctive medicine; it imof Lift
parts sirength and vitality t<» the entile system.
Price si.tie. trial size 1" cents. Fur sale by H. 11.
Moody, Belfast.
That

When

a man

gets ab«»\e his business he i- hound

to fall off.

Iron In the Blood.—When the blood is well supits ir«»n element, we feel vigorous and
lull of animation. It is an insufficiency of this
vital element that makes us leel weak and lowspirited; in such eases the Pr.iit'vi.xx Mitrr (a
protoxide of Iron can supph this dcliciency, ami

plied with

its

use

will

invigorate

us w

onderfully.

It is a little singular that
ed in the right direction.

a

crank cannot he turn

and

Sure.
Many miserable people drag themselves about
w ith failing strength, feeling that
they are steadily
sinking into their grave-, w hen by using Parker’s
Tonic they would Jind a cure commencing with the
first dose, and vitality and strength tjuirkh and
surely coming back to them.
Quick

“<Hi, my!" said Miss Gushing, “isn’t that a beau
tiful rose/ One would think it was artiiicial.”
<fur lad\ friends will he interested in an announce
men! made b\ Lewando’s French 1 fyc-IIouse,on the
fourth page of this issue. This establishment has
the patronage of thousands of the ladies ol Boston
and vicinity, and may be relied upon as prompt, reliable and efficient. Those sending goods from a
distance may rest assured of the fullest satisfaction in their dealings.
The bashful lover w ho can’t express
often sends them by mail.
1

caught

his feelings

cold, and remembering vou told
me to u-r “Downs'
Flixir,” 1 bought a bottle and
in less than three davs inv cough and sore throat
had vanished
It's good.
[ Publisher New Market,
N. IF, Advertiser.
Please send me six bottles Dr. Baxter's Mandrake
Bitters, i never used a medicine that did me so
much

good

a
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The ice-dealers little venture:
“You
about line buildings, but it’s the ice-house

the cake."

mav

talk

Woman's

Message.

do to say what you think, but
careful’alwavs*to think what

Consumption Cured.
An old physician, retired from practice,
having
had placed in his hands by an East India missionary the formula of a simple vegetable remedy for
the speedy and permanent cure for
Consumption,
Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma, and all Throat and
Lung Afflictions, also a positive and radical cure
for Nervous Debility and all Nervous
Complaints,

after having tested its wonderful curative
powers
in thousands of cases, has felt it his
duty to make
it known to his suffering fellows. Actuated
by this
motive and a desire to relieve human suffering, I
will send free of charge to all who desire it, this
in German, French or English, with full directions for preparing and using.
Sent bv mail by
addressing with stamp, naming this paper, W. A.
Noyes, 119 Power's Block, Rochester, K. }’.
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to talk over those old

manuscript.
Islake bad belonged to a
modern cultured family in New York or
Boston, where every feeble hint of especial
talent in a child is hailed as rapturously
as indications of gold in a
mine, and worked as hard, she would have been trained
as a musician, and thus,
according to Miss
Jane’s theory, have given her message to
mankind.
But the farmer, her father,
and his wife were quite satisfied when
Lizzy came home able to rattle polkas otto play accompaniments for the
hymns
at family worship on the
creaking piano
which Mr. Blake had hired They would
have been insulted at the proposal that
she should learn to sing in public or write
music or earn money in any way. As
long as her father could plow and dig
and take his crops and pigs to market,
“what call was there for his women folks
to turn out to earn their
living? The
Blakes,” the old man often said, “always
was a genteel
None of their
family.
daughters ever had to go out to work for
their bite and sup, and they’ll not begin
1 don’t hold to these new fashioned
now.
doin’s. You just stay under your father's
roof, Lizzy, till you’ve one of your own.”
So Lizzy cooked and milked and washed dishes in the big Blake farm-house,
until she married Stuben Garrett and
carried on the same work in the smaller
house and farm of the Garretts. Miss
Jane, condemned to such a life-long fate,
would have rebelled in poems and essays
on woman’s serfdom in every
newspaper
m the country (that would pay for
them):
but if l.izzy was not contented with her
work nobody knew it. She had that rarest
trait in woman, fine humor: she not only
understood jokes but made them. It was
it

Best on record. I believe Ely’s ( ream Balm the
best preparation for Catarrh now on record. My
patrons all speak well of it. I have sold one hundred and forty-four bottles in less than live months'
I ordered another gross a week
ago, and have sold
twenty .one bottles from the second gro>s. It sells
.lulls 11. Phelps, Druggist,
upon its merit?*.
Scranton, Pa. Jan. 28, 1880.
There Ik no doubt in our judgment that Ely’s
Cream Balm has intrinsic worth.
We hear from
many w ho are using it for Catarrh, of wonderful
‘‘ures being effected, and without hesitation offer it
to our customers as the best remedy for its
purposes
in use. Dvkk.man A Mon Druggists, ( atskill,
N Y. Dec. 27, 1*80. Price ">0 cents.
2wll

me

months in trying to reproduce the thing
that had so moved her. in sketches which
she tore angrily to pieces, and in music
which was to her ears only discord. Yet,
1 think, when she was laughed at then
for her silent habits, she fancied she
would some day put all the words which
she never had spoken into music. Indeed,
1 have heard there was a singular power
and pathos in the little airs which she
composed at that time; one or two of
which probably still exist somewhere in

that take- j

The Word “Sozodont,”
Which has already become a household word, is
derived from the Greek, and composed of two
words, Sozo and Odontes.
“Sozo” translated,
means to
preserve, and “Odontes" the teeth—
“SOZODONT" a preserver of the teeth. And it is
true to it- name.
It beautilies ami preserves the
teeth, hardens and invigorates the gums,: nd corrects all impurities of the breath. The odor of this
pure preparation is so delightful that it is a luxury
to apply it.
It is as harmless as water. Sold by
lmll
druggists ami perfumers.
It will not always
you would better lie
you say.

willing

beautiful landscape, she should shudder
and grow pale with a heart-sick longing;
nor why she should afterwards
spend

Tavi.uk, Holland, Mich.

A Johnson's Arnica and Oil Liniment is
best family liniment made.

Henry

the

lips

her pen in her back hair as she put her
pages in a big yellow envelope, weighed
and stamped it. It was an article on the
Position at Geok Tepe for a daily paper.
She had come down for a couple of days
at the seashore and had brought her pen
and ink with her. Already she had sent
oil'a l.etter from the Coast, descriptive of
the scenery and touching lightly on the
application of Tidal force as a motor; she
had tinislied her daily four pages of the
comedy she was writing, and was just beginning on Cremation, the encyclopedia
open at Cre. before her.
“Yes,” running her finger down the
page, "1 like to hear about those old
schoolmates of ours: how they have developed and what work they have done
in the world.
So many wither away
fruitless, die with all their music in them,
never, never bring their lives to bear,
you see.”
Miss Jane’s figures of speech were running wild among cremating furnaces,
she shut the book, wrote her title, Burning or Burial ? and paused, pen in hand,
shaking her prettily coiffured head. “The
voiceless! Ah! Holmes struck the tragedy in most women’s lives there ! They
have a message for humanity, but never
speak it : they have power to help the
world, but stick close to one place or one
creed all their lives, diy up and wither as
uselc.'S as sponges clinging to a rock.”
Miss Jane was no sponge. She had
darted through Europe, up the Nile, even
as far as Japan,
shawl-strap and notebook in hand : she made her headquarters
now
in New Ymk, but was off in an
hour's notice to Washington, Chicago,
San Francisco, wherever inaugurations,
conventions or fashionable doings promised her material. As for the “message,’
given to her to speak, she was a wellmeaning, unaffected person, with an intellect feeble, but nimble and imitative:
>he would talk ex cathedra unblushingly
oil every subject from Primal Forces to
Geok lepe.
She had spoken the word
that was iti her several thousand times
ovei
every year, and she never once
doubted that humanity was lifted upward
by every wave of the thin wash of words
u hieh she sent out.
•'.now, mere was Lizzy Blake,
she
said, meditatively. After she had written a page, “tall, delicate, gray-eyed girl
in my class; you remember ? I’ve known
all the women in America who have influenced their times, and 1 never knew one
"Ail the original power of that girl. Why,
1 used to feel cheap and sleazy beside her
a chromo beside-a cartoon of
Raphael.
I did, positively ! Rut see how
things
have turned out.
i saw her a year or
two ago in a farm-wagon,
peddling butter to the villagers.
She hadn’t budged
ten miles from the old
spot! She had
spent her lile in suckling fools and chronicling her sales of butter!”
Miss Jane went back to her funeral
tiles, and after a little hesitation, I determined to set down what I knew of Lizzy’
Blake, thinking it might be of interest to
the thousands of women who grow tired
of making butter or suckling possible
fools, and who fancy there is a divine
word in them which can only be spoken
through printer’s ink.
1 think Miss Way was right about our
old schoolmate. There was both originality and force in Lizzy Blake, yet nobody classed her among the flippant,
bright talkers or writers of clever compositions of which the school boasted. Lizzy was a simple-minded, unpretentious
girl who annoyed her teachers by going
nearer to the bottom of
every subject
than they, or the text-bcoks,
required.
Nothing but the naked truth would satisfy
her: she would go after a fact, though it
would take days to find it out, and drag
it out like a sleuth-hound with his
prey.
Such a pupil is troublesome in the smooth,
glib recitations of a young ladies’ school.
She was so silent and undemonstrative,
too, that nobody understood the singular
influence which certain phrases of the
outer world had upon her.
She did not
herself know why, when the other girls
were loud in outcries of admiration for a
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sadder.

school-days. Now” Miss Jane Way
stopped, interrupting herself. She had
been writing as she talked, and she stuck
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“It does

live weight.
swim*—>l**re pigs sell at prices ranging from »»to
It*, or frotn 82 t< $l p head for-mall pigs.
W. stern fat hogs eo.-t landed at the -laughter
to 7 A" P IF. live w eight.
houses, from <'•

\fter

so

we

The flowers that are strewn for the dead bloom
first in the heart of the living.
And thi- is the truest of truths, that the best of
a gift i- the giving.
[N\ V. Sun.

sc P

«

are

slander

joy are

lie who doth give of his best, of that best is
the eertainest user.
And lie who withholds finds himself of his gaining the pitiful loser.

weight.
slieep and Lambs—Those from the we.-t were all
owned by butchers, and cost lauded at Brighton, 5
<i7gc fc-' It.; for >heep and Lambs. 7 ,._<*■• P tb.

-urc

for that

grieve but

rehearser,

Milch Cow—F\fra, $55«i’.u; ordinary. $20«5":
springers, $;>5<*4c. farrow <-«*ws, $15<j2!»P' head.
Veal calves in fair demand at 4<j7c P tt., live

are

we

And curses, though long. loud, and deep, come
home to abide with the eurscr.

Wki>nes!> u. March 15.
Amount ot -tuck at market: Cattle, 1*21 ; sheep
am! lambs, biMi; swine, 17.25o; veals. 8.5, number
of western cattle, 1411 : northern and eastern cattle,
.180.
Prices of beef cattle P luo tb live weight, extra
quality, 8(> 75a7 12 c : tir-t. 8'> 12 a <Hi 021 ^; second,
$.5 :57 a <j5 oo; third, 84 5o<i5 25; poorest grades
of coarse oxen, bulls, etc., 8:1 ih><14 .17-...
P 1t>; Brighton Tallow,
Brighton Hides,
TAe P R.; t ountrv Hides, :<• p tb: Country Tal
»'
Ac. p tt*. Sheep and
<
12«12
alt
skin-.
F
tb.
low,
Lambskin-. 81 5u«l 75 each.
Working <)\en—We quote sales of
I pan- gii ih
ft., <’• inches. live weight 2t»*H» lb, $128;
1 pair girth " ft..
inches, live weight 2:»*«» tt.. $11".
I p;:ir girth *'• ft
inelies, live weight 2'lon It.. $i">:
1 pair girth <» ft.. 2 inelu--. live weight 21"" ft,. $155;
0
7
li
1 pair girth
inches, live weight .'*1"" ft*. $1"";
I pair girth 0 ft., (’• inches, live weight 2500 ih, $125.

Maine

but

cause

Market.

Thirteenth. There is no breed which
has been crossed upon the common stock
f the I'uited States with more imrnedior more
satisfactory results. It is an
There i> a man in Aurora so thin that he had a
npoi tant fact iu cross-breeding that the
row of
buttons .mt on his umbrella cover and
aa.st favorable results are obtained where
wears it for an ulster.
die bull belongs to a race w hose bodies
HONEY BEES.
are smaller tliuu are those of the race to
The New System of Bee Keeping.
which the cow is allied, and the same is
'me where the male represents a race
Every one who has a farm or garden can keep
■Ider and better established than that to bees on my plan with good profit. 1 have received
one hundred dollars profit for sale of box
hich the female belongs.
honey
Both of these
from one hive of bees in one
I have obtained
favorable conditions exist in the ease of over one hundred pounds ofyear.
box honey from one
hive of bees in ten days. Swarming controlled. No
the Jerseys and our common stock.
loss of bees in winter. A complete revolution in bee
Fourteenth. The Jersey breed is sur- keeping Illustrated Circular
of full particulars
passed by no other in .respect to the op- frte. Address Mrs. Lizzie E. Cotton, West GorMaine.
:ini2
ham,
it
offers
for
the
efforts
of
portunities
the
The New York papers say that “Tammany seeks
practical or the experimental breeder.
revenge.” Bless our innocence, we thought it was
J. W. Lang.
I the offices!

■

joy do we
gladder,
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the

A

Brighton Cattle

Pugili-t-

Third.
Having smaller bodies than
ot the other leading breeds they ress
11.<iil to build up ami develop
-I
bodies while they are growing, and
ay rt quin less fund for the repair of
a
r
bodies when they have reached
tlu-ir full size.
fourth.
They come into profit at least
.'i-ar earlier than other breeds, and
s make a
saving to their owners of a
■sir's 'od, handling and housing. This
no small item, considering the labor,
expense and the risk attending the
oiinger years of valuable stock,
fifth. They show a power unequaled
any othei breed of adapting themes to the various climates and to the
rieties of foods of all parts of the
i nited states.
sixth.
N'o cattle in this country are

the

And of that small group of
men who stand forth as the pre-eminent leaders

■

■

of the

was

most successful.

sur-

sprinkling of Jersey
that is now abroad.
In many
:
one linds many high grades, many
i'londs. and a very high quality of
products. In the town of Winthrop
end Jetsey milk very profitable to
into cheese, and the milk received
factory there is from animals avng about three-fourths full blood.
i this in a town where the average
ng price of butter is at least thirty
ft is the \ear round.
::i many indications and
“signs of
:' an s." that to many seem plain, the
a cattle of Maine will be full blood
_li grade Jerseys.
Low grades at
s'.
■;
we are now in that era; then
-a r aid higher, with more
rapid tilling
nd give the teasons
scciitively we can do so in no better
Inin to quote the language of Richodntan. ul \ atcrii Farm, Mass.
in- ueiseys are a
tuorougti111• 1 well-established race.
As far
• r
is any thing of value in systemat••
'ling, with a particular end disn v iew. purity of blood and a
long
'■f worthy aneestors, and favorable
■di:;ons with respect to lood and eli•the Jerseys compare favorably with
and all other breeds.
Second.
They possess as fully as any
t-t-d the power of transmitting their de.ihie qualil ies to their oil' spi ing. They
thoroughly responsive to in-and-in---ling, when intelligently carried on
-.atpurpose of intensifying and perj-'-ta it Jig : heii peculiar powers as butter
"i-aei-is
i in- leading Jersey cows in
\meiica to-daj show m their pedigree
a h close breeding
among their aneesand they are better than any of their
i

Army

l’otomac, the above named General

to stay.

■

brave old

on.

nish it.

Jerseys.

These cattle need no introduction.
But a few facts and thoughts about them
may be useful and instructive to the readI.ike all distinct breeds their origin
s unknown
that is to a dead certaintybut they have been known by their characteristic and distinct points and qualities for a very long time. Their native
home is now the Channel Islands, consisting ot Jersey, Alderney and Guernsey
nd some smaller ones, lying in the Engs 11 channel and not far from the North
West coast of France, yet belonging to
England, or more properly to the Kingdom of i ■ re at Britain. These Islands
are rough, rocky and not abundantly ferIn everything but climate they are
ric.
tid to greatly resemble Maine and New
England generally. The climate is, in
a nion with the whole of
Europe, somewhat mildei than the same latitudes of
istetii Amei iea.
1'he Jersey cattle pro-

al>ly originated,

will

transpiring,

saying. Sleep

■

The

spectators of the

join with me in
commander; your
fame was recorded with the point of your own
goodswurd. and it will require more than the
pen of a prejudiced critic and historian to tar-

facts

and experiences are solicited from housekoepr<. fanners and gardeners.
Address Agriultural editor, Journal (tflice, Belfast Maine.]
Written for the

not disinterested

are

events now
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Lizzy

this light-hearted joyousness that made
her so near and dear to her boys.
Besides, she was thoroughly in love with
herhusband,a well-meaning, weak-minded vacillating man, with a peculiar ability
for wasting money, fie speculated a little, drank a little, ventured a little into
imported stock, did everything but work.
It was all done, too, “for your sake, Lizand presently, when every foot of
zy
land was gone but the wooden homestead
and thirty acres which her father had
settled on Lizzy, he looked upon himself
as a heroic kind of fellow who had sacrificed himself for his family.
About that
time he had a stroke of paralysis and became helpless for the remainder of his life.
Fortunately he could not interfere now
with the thirty acres.
Lizzy, therefore, at twenty-live, found
herself with the weight upon hei of four
unruly boys to feed, clothe and make into
the gentle, God-fearing, manly men she
would have them be; with this patient,
too, decrepit and doting in his youth, to
nurse day and night.
If he had been
blind .Milton, she could not have accepted
the trust more reverently, or served him
more tenderlv.
What (lid she do in this strait! Nothing which Miss Jane would call noble :
she wrote no book to startle the reading
world, opened no new career for her sex ;
tens of thousands of other women are unnoticed doing to-day just what she did.
She waited on Stubeu. she made her boy's
shirts and trousers, she cooked, washed
d:shes, raised poultry, fanned the land.
At first, not being able to hire help often,
she ploughed, hoed corn, fed the stock
herself; her solid, fragrant butter was as
much a work of tine art as the conventional lilies on tidies in which Miss Way’s
aesthetic soul exults; it brought the highest price in the market, so did her pigs.
It was about this time that Miss Jane,
with much disgust, saw her in the village
selling her products: if she had had keenhave detected someer eyts she might
thing more in the low-spoken, blighteyed woman than a maker of butter and
breeder of pigs. If she had follow ed her
and her two boys as they drove home in
the wagon in the moonlight, and listened
to their talk, she would have known that
there was a word of power and meaning ;
in this mother’s soul, never breathed in i
music or written for a book, which only
her children had heard and understood. !
All the affections, the modesties, the ;
honors of life, all their knowledge of (tod.
came to them through it.
Stubeu died a few years ago: one of!
Lizzy’s boys became a physician, two are !
farmers, and all live near their mother: '■
honest and affectionate, though lather
stupid sons and husbands. The youngest
son. David, is a clergyman, pleaching in
two or three poor parishes in Nevada,
barely keeping himself alive on three
hundred dollars a year. His mother went j
1 am afraid
to visit him last summer.
David is nearer to her heart than the
others, for there was alway s a singular
likeness and kinship between her and this
y oungest boy. I saw him when she heard
him preach for the tirst time.
The congregation was made up of a few Indians
and whites; the sermon was oue of extraordinary pow er, so simple ill wording that
the most ignorant hearer could understand it. but marked by a strange insight
into the highest truth, and a passionate
human sy mpathy. The face of his mother
was transfigured
as she
heard.
I hr
hands were clasped, her eyes shone. She
drew her breath quickly as if she herself
were the speaker.
She was no longer dumb in the world.
“At last!" she seemed to say.
••.D
last!" [The Congregationalist.
Protection

vs.

Free

Trade.

Having shown

that the Democratic pat
the advocates cl' free
trade, Mr. Frye went on in his speech,
'putting from Henry Clay in I -42, and from
Dr. Loriug’s recent speech in Boston,
presenting the benefits which had accrued to this country from a protective tariff.
These exhibits are most gratifying. That
of Dr Loring is marvellous in its showing
of the grow th of agricultural, maim fact in
ing and mechanical industries and their
products in this country since WO W e
continue our extracts from Mr. Frye's

ty and England

are

duty

was

sure, but
the tariff

repealed—some gradually, to be
certainly. The act continued

woolens for twenty years,
terminated it on calicoes and muslins in
1821, on cotton yarn and twist in 181<i,
withdrew subsidies in 182b, and Iieland
enjoyed the benefit of absolute free trade.
What was the result f
England held
both ends of the bargain.
Ireland could
raise in her fertile soil the raw material.
England could make it into goods cheaper
than she could, but Ireland had no voice
on

price

to bo

paid

for either.

operatives in that city all the
turing industries, where fifteen

manufacyears before there were 8,000 weavers alone.
Free trade had done its work and Ireland was starving. Sho is the only absolutely free trade country in the world
to-day. the only land enjoying its rare
privileges in complete fulness, and what
a commentary it affords; with a
good
climate, a fertile soil, great rivers, splendid water-power, broad, safe bays and
harbors, an abundance of minerals, an industriously-inclined people, it is the most
terribly vexed, troubled, suffering, distracted,impoverished, starving country in
the world Irishmen,loving their land earnestly and with more unbounded enthusiasm than the men of tiny other country,
nu\ u

ueen urn en into exile

u>

me minions.

Now, I do

not blindly charge all of her
to free trade alone : land tenure has
to answer for a portion, not for more titan
woes

half. Give her a parliament of her own
and the first act passed would be a protective tariff, and in twenty years from
now the exiled Irishman would return to
the land lie loves and find it peaceful,
contented, and prosperous.
England, for
her own selfish purposes, fastened these
two fearful leeches upon her and they
have been fattening on her blood.
England and her ally, the Democratic party,
arc undertaking to fasten free trade
upon
us. and strange to say, nine-tenths of our
citizens of Irish birth, starved out of home
and driven here into ex.le, go every year
to the polls and vote with England's
Democratic ally for five trade!
Mr. President, the policy which has a
tendency to reduce wages in this country and degrade our workingmen and
women is a bad one for the Republic, ami
its sugar-coating by all the theories and
sophist t ies of democratic free-traders cannot make it good.
In Europe the women
carry bricks and mortar for the masons,
work in the field with the hoe and the
scythe; and a report made to the British
Parliament a few years since shows that
even in favored England there were
forty
thousand little bare footed girls from six
to ten ye ars of age carrying wet clay on
their little bare heads in the English
brick yards at from four to eight cents a
day. The descriptions of the condition
of the laboring men and women of Europe contained in The State of Labor in
Europe, published In authority of Congress in H7S, are terrible pictures of pov'erty, degradation, vice and utter hopelessness.
Let me illustrate this with a few examples. 'Fake the manufacture of potten.
In 1860 there were about two
thousand men engaged in making pottery,
'i’he iudustn is struggling for an existence
In 1S70 there were over six thousand; in ISSO, probably twelve thousand;
in I'till the capital invested was about
one million and a quarter; in 1S70, five
millions and a quarter: in lSHi, probably double that amount. The census of
b"'~b has not been so completed as to
enable me to be exact.
To-day there are pottery establishment- in even State in this Cnion, except Florida. Let it be remembered that
in this industry the manufactured article
represents more than fid per cent of labor;
that the wages in Europe are considerably less than one-half of those paid here.
Return to free trade, and no pottery manufactory could run for six months. What
lias been the result as to prices ?
Pottery
-ells to-day in the I'nited States for :!0
per cent less than it did in IStiO.
■Nor, .Mr. President, is the tanner lelt
without protection.
The duty on animals is 2U per cent; bacon, 2 cents a
pound : beef I cent: buckwheat, 20 per
cent; butter, -1 cents a pound; cheese, 1
cents; corn, 10 per cent; hay, 20 per
cent: oats, 10 cents a, bushel; pease, from
10 to 20 per cent: potatoes, 15 cents a
bushel: r\e. 15 cents a bushel; sheep,
20 per cent: wheat, 20 cents a bushel,

besides, Mr.
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President,

are

the five

On

Board

This is not a

the

a

Sketches

party seated astride of

a

makes as effective use of the pen as the mate of
Liverpool liner, in the days when sails ruled,

did of the

belaying pin.

But

Captain Robert

0.

Adams, of the bark Rocket, uses bis pen to
show up abuses and pave the way for reforms
in the merchant service, while the belaying pin
had only a row of broken heads to its score.
The author says in his preface—
All the incidents in this book are facts, occurin the writer’s own experience.. In a.few
cases names have been changed, in accordance
with his desire, neither to give offence to the
living, nor to cast discredit on the dead. He
makes no apology for its imperfections; for he
issues it. not as a’contribution to literature, but
as a needed exposure of abuses on
shipboard,
which are too common, but too little known.
He refers w ith diffidence to his own methods
and discipline, believing that in the principles
which prompted them lie the means of promoting the interests and good repute of our Merchant Marine.

ring

Our author is too modest.
the

literary
but points

He lias not

only

very readable book,
a moral as well as adorns a tale.
Tin work will interest the general reader, while
it abounds in practical suggestions to those in
skill to make

the merchant service—to

a

owners as

well as of-

her armament, in antici-

Japan.

Hazael mades $18,380 out of his
New York walking match.

victory

in the

Western men arc endeavoring to secure the
passage of a national law prohibiting the lauding
of immigrants until after they have been vac-

cinated.

The richest sugar districts in Louisiana will
be overflowed. Levees have broken at many
points. The river is falling slowly at neleuii,
Arkansas.

tomac.
inch

commander in the armit

Bonaparte

was

never

a

s

commander, to win the uncoveted notoriety of

making grave charges of incompetency against
him, which, if true, should have been made

uniform of dark
blue, and was a magnificent horseman. He was
as fine a looking officer as the I'nion armies ever
saw.
No I'nion General has been more severe-

ly

rich,

clad in a

neat

criticised than he.

Many have charged him
cowardice, and others with treason. Both
classes display much more prejudice than good
with

in their accusations. That lie

sense

coward or

a

for

a

was

neither

traitor does not need to be

argued

single moment.

a

If

we

desire to find

causes

for bis disastrous failures, while in command of
the Army of the Potomac, we can easily trace
them to other causes than these.

First.

It cannot be denied that his superiors
Washington, by the skillful and excessive
Use of "red tape," successfully
paralyzed many
of the movements he undertook to make. The
victories of the past century have been won
with commanding Generals in the field, not

We

cooped

up within tin walls of a war deof miles from the fields of battle.
For the first two years the civil war

partment
Second.

scores

the l nion side, was largely an experiment.
were learning hmr to
fight. Andthc inform-

ation thus

gained,

under the most favorable circumstances.

even

Hi-bravery and loyalty

His skill

moment.

a

as

be

questioned
an organizer and as

are not to

their

He lacked the determined zeal and resistless

so

energy that a gn at leader must always possess.
The great mistake of his life—the one his old

ship.

It was the rum that made the

trouble, and I believe the only suecetsfu, way
of lighting rum is before it gets inside of men.
Drunken men are more easily controlled than
we think, but it requires tact to deal with them,
and above all, kinduess."
"Alter we are

fairly

at

sea

things generally

go on smoothly for about a fortnight, and then
the sailors begin to try experiments, to feel
their officers disposition, test their strictness,
and decide how

much

liberty they can take.
Tin first sign of this i> the neglect to give an
answer to orders, or omitting the word -Sir"
from their reply. They watch to see if this is
noticed, and if it is not, they advance to other
liberties and the inch being granted they will
very

soon

take the ell.

give a respectful answer, cheek him for it in a
manly way, and give him to understand that
such things will not be allowed on board of this
vessel.

I)o not curse him, nor strike him. nor

threaten him in

a

way to make him

rather seek while
to

give

an

maintaining your
impression of its justice.

ugly. Imt
authority,
It' lie con-

tinues to repeat his offence after this, then punish him for it. by keeping him up in his watch

below, by giving him disagreeable work, by
stationing him aloft in the night, or by any little

requirement

which will make him feel that

lie is controlled and

against

his will.

compelled to do something
If this fails to subdue him,

a patient trial of it (for it is not to be
supposed that every unruly spirit is to lie conquered

after
in

a

moment) the

thing

to lie done next is tore-

port him to the captain.
whom the law

soldiers

He is the

only

one to

inflict punishgives power
If you undertake to use force, you are
in danger of prosecution when you arrive in
port, and you are well aware that our courts
to

ment.

are very jealous for the sailors rights.
the
captain should then take the matter up and
adopt such measures of correction as, in his
judgment, the case requires. Very often a simple reproof from him will be all that is necessary
as showing his decided
e-pousal of his officers'
cause, and determination to stand by them.
\\ hen this is proved .lack will be apt to give in.

ernment is assured of freedom from expense.
Let the present law be wholly repealed, and
give consuls power to discharge men freely,
where satisfaction is given that they will not lie
a burden upon the United States.
This satisfaction should he a proof of the employment or
shipment of the sailors, or else a deposit of money for a limited time, or a bond for the payment of any future expenses incurred, which
might be collected at the port of entry in the
United States.

forget-

can never

was

when

they

were

fighting in the trenches to preserve the life of
the nation, he turned his back upon them bv accepting the presidential nomination of a party
platform declared tile war a failure. But,
notwithstanding that, so long as there are survivors of the old Army of tile Potomac, so long
will Little Mae be kindly remembered.
whose

AMltKOM

1C. Ill KNSI IilC

possessed

certain elements of character that
have made hint the target for many wars of
those who see no beauty in such qualifications.
First. lie was a very modest, unassuming
<

man.

who never

hie

boasted of

or

pressed his own interests
superior greatness. Promotion

him unsought, and at times, if Ins mm
had been followed, honors would

came to

preferences

have been

not

h*-u you mid this state of affairs beginning,’'
continues ( apt. Adams "and a man ceases to

was

And it

Meade to know at that tine

certainly

superinrity on

the part of
with all these details in his

Doubleday.
possession, to criticise the iv/.'irted opinion

General

of his

commander, who could not possess this great
It is also a very unmanly
mass of information.

thing

wait until

to

a

strike hint, because
him when he

is dead before we

man

do not dare to strike

we

is alive.

for

Fortunately

the

memory of General Meade, and unfortunately
for General Doubleday, the selfish, egotistic
/ stands forth so prominently in the book just
issued from the press of -Scribner's Sons, that
endanger the reputation of Meade or

with broad, stooping should) rs. high fore,
heath and prominent features. He had not the
tl i-hing apptaraufc of many other Generals,

a civil engineer, is admitted.
But that he was
conservative, fault-finding, undecided, hesitating. and fatally slow, must also be confessed.

men' in the

the night of the second
possible for General

on

The most ardent admirers ut General
McClellan cannot deny the fact that he lacked
many elements of character essential to success,
Third.

the performance of duty, unless as a last
resort, when the interests of the ship positively
demand it. As soon as you can spare men from

work, get into their bunks those who are
drunk as to be troublesome, and let them
sleep themselves sober. You will often, or indeed. generally, find these are the best -sailor

General Lee's army,
of duly, lsti;!, than it

it will not

for

exact

any man's ability is to place yourself
position, surrounded with like circumstances, and possessing the same means of procuring information that he possessed. In the
long years that have passed since the battle of
Gettysburg was fought we have learned all
about tie- strength, resources, and position of
General Lee's army. Consequently there is
scarcely a school boy in New England but what
may actually know more about the condition of
measure

in his

the wisdom thus dearly earned. had much to do in moul ting the successes of
the last two years of the war.

"Shut your eyes and ears to instances
of personal disrespect, and do not use force to
:

years ago. when the accused could be heard in
his own defense. The only correct method to

is not an indication of

at

when

years after the war has
after the death of his old

a

In appearance at least ‘‘lie was every
soldier." He possessed a fine form, was

always

on

—

increasing

day. nearly twenty
closed, and ten years

greater favorite in the armies of France than
was General McClellan in the Army of the Po-

makes it a rule that there shall be no

officers

popular

the most

was

of the I'nited States.

of the Union armies, no one deserves a warmer
place in the affections of the American people

than George G. Meade. Ilis bravery and ability
have been universally acknowledged and appreciated. It has remained for General Double-

GEORGE B. MCCLELLAN

ficers
At the outset of a v oyage Capt. Adams
says he takes the lirst opportunity to eall the officers together on the poop deck and privately
instruct them in his ideas of discipline. He

cursing or
bit tvs used or given on hoard his ship: but sailors are not to be allowed to do as
they like, and
good discipline must be maintained. At the
beginning of a voyage the crew are generally
more or less under the influence of
liquor, and
it is an easy tiling to find opportunity for a row :
but tliis, is the advice Captain Adams gives his

Army Life.

GROUP OF UNION GENKRAI.S.

\

rocket go on a voyage to the moon, but a series
of blue water yarns, spun by an old sailor, who
a

of

NUMBER TWELVE.

of the Jules Verne

romance

school, in which

Rocket.

millions of workers in iron, copper, or
cotton and wool, with live millions more
dependent upon them, all eousumimgund
producing nothing the farmers raise, r.n but in an obstinate case irons
may be the nee.
protection to them f Adopt free trade,
resort.
destroy manufacturing, make these men | sary
"(if course," says the captain, in concluding
producers instead of consumers, and
would not our farmers harvest ruin fr >nt hi- remarks to his officers. "I don’t want to be
annoyed with ihe report of every little misdethe change ?
It produces millions of bushels of pota- meanor or sign of insubordination; but when
toes, the best in the world, but ordinarily you fail to suppress them by the means 1 have reif forwarded to the markets, the long dis’- ferred to, then let me know about it. if you
will adopt this course, although at first it may
tanees on hard roads running through a
foreign country, they would hardly be be too slow a method for you, I will promise
worth the raising.
Here the tariff, that you that when we reach home you will sav you
••robber," comes to their relief, by laving never got more work out of a crew, and never
a duty of 2(1 per cent, on
potato starch, made a passage in which you-took so much comstarting up starch-factories over the fort or which you remembered with so great
country, accessible to all, and easily tak- satisfaction."
ing their surplus crop at fair prices. So
( apt. Adams practiced what lie preached "as
the country during the last 10 years has lie sailed, as he
sailed," in tile good bark Rockbeen steadily growing in prosperity, Iter
et, a well known Hast India trader. He tells
farmers getting out of debt, making imalso of his voyages in the Dublin, as third and
provements, clearing up new lands, build
second mate, and describes life in the forecastle
barns
and
comfortable bouses,
mg great
as well as in the cabin.
He also gives, with acsupplying for their families not only the
necessaries of life, but indulging them in companying music, a number of sailors songs,
luxuries. I bad the pleasure of traveling of which one of the most popular is—
KKl'ltKN l(l\7i>.
through it last season, and found it in all
things a marvelous creation, as I believe, Oil. lieuben was no sailor,
• )h, poor Reuben Ranzo, Ranzo,
of a nrotoetive taritf
boys, Kanzo!
In the earlier days of the Republic, Oh, Reuben was no sailor,
Ob. poor Reuben Kanzo, Ranzo, boys. Kanzo!
when England undertook to weaken outgrowing power on the seas, to defend it He shipped on board of a whaler!
Chorus, and repeat with chorus.
we declared war, expended
$150,000,000
and thousands of precious lives : in the He could not do his duty!
latter, when the. same England, taking
Chorus. Ac.
advantage of our distracted country, The captain was a bad man!
wickedly and selfishly succeeded in acChorus, Ac.
complishing wliat she ignobly failed in He put him in the rigging!
before we allowed her to triumph, lest
Chorus, Ac.
the representatives of the people should,
He gave him six and thirty!
forsooth, he taunted with voting for subChorus, Ac.
sidies. Hut, sir, a discussion of the question of the restoration of our “swelled Oh, poor Reuben Ranzo!
Chorus, Ac.
tonnage” of the past is hardly legitimate
(
to the measure now under consideration
Says apt. Adams: “A good shantyinrin,
and I refrain, simply asserting that Sen- who with tittiug pathos recounts the sorrows of
ator Heck’s method of restoration is ut‘poor Reuben.’ never fails to send the topsail to
terly delusive; that free trade in ships, the mast head at short notice, nor to create a
the repeal of our navigation laws, could passing interest in the listener to the
touching
not possibly have any result other than
melody.’’
the immediate closing of every ship-yard
The testimony of an experienced master n
tit the
country, the entering into other the “three months extra pay” question is of estrades of all our skilled workmen, the
pecial interest at this time. ( apt. Adams gives
placing of our country at the mercy of some facts in this
connection, selected from a
England in event of war, and, the commultitude, to illustrate the assertion that the
plete surrender of our coastwise trade.
Mr. President, I have endeavored to three months' law is:
First, Ail occasion for the exercise of much
show that the doctrine of free trade
cruelty to the sailor, and often obliges him to
sprang from a selfish and unworthy pur- have the disgrace of desertion attached to his
pose; that while marvelous changes have name, in order to secure the release from his
been wrought, in our country, slavery ship which his interests demand.
Secondly, It obliges captains to resort to
abolished, labor elevated, industries dewrong or questionable acts to secure their
veloped and multiplied, the Democratic owners'
interests, and involves them in very
party still adheres to the dangerous unpleasant controversies.
It is a heavy tax on the shipowner,
;
that
free
trade
is
heresy
antagonistic to andThirdly,
is one among several causes of the decay of
our institutions and to our civilization:
our commerce.
that its adoption would necessarily deFourthli/, It furnishes great temptation to
grade our workmen, reduce their wages, corrupt action on tile part of consuls, and has,
and have a tendency to unfit them for in too many eases, brought disgrace upon the
American citizenship; that protection ting they represent.
What remedy is there? will lie asked.
has invariably brought us prosperity, inIn 1K40 an Act was passed authorizing consuls
creased wages, decreased cost of manu- to use discretion in
enforcing the law in cases
of
factures, and furnished a ready market
discharge by mutual consent. This, in 1850.
was
and
the
law is now strenuously
for our farmers; that the best interests
repealed,
of all our people will be secured by a con- insisted on. Some other nations permit the
free discharge of crews when good reason or
tinuance of this the Republican policy.
mutual consent is shown, and where the GovChina is
pation of war with

I

—--—■--

In 1840

another census was taken, and there were
500 blanket-makers in Kilkenny, 200 silkweavers in Dublin, no carper-maker in
all Ireland, no linen-weavers in Cork, 200

etc.

speech.
Our periods of prosperity have been the
years of protection, and of adversity those I
of free trade, and by free trade 1 mean a
tariff'for revenue only.
In 178!*-1801 wo
had protection; in 1801-1812, free trade;
in 1812-J8J6, protection; in 1816-1824,
free trade; in 1824-1844, protection; in
18:13-1842, free trade: in 1842-1847, protectiou ; in 1847-1861, free trade; and in
1861-1881, protection again.
Take for an example those good old
Democratic times from 1647 to I860. That
party found the country when they took
it in a condition of healthy prosperity,
placed it promptly under a tariff for revenue only, held it for twelve years, left
it in debt, with its Treasury bankrupt,
unaided to borrow a few millions even for
12 per cent, interest, its industries almost
destroyed, its courage completely paralyzed. The llepublican party received it in
this condition, placed it as promptly
under a protective tariff', carried on a four
years’ war, raised billions of dollars by
taxation, other billions by bonds, paid
its debt for years at the rate of one
hundred millions a year, reduced the rate
of interest to 3 1-2 per cent, and have it
to-day in the most prosperous condition
it ever enjoyed.
i he only country m the world 1 know
of that has thoroughly free trade forced
upon her hy compulsory process is that
most distracted and unfortunate land,
Ireland. Before the union her manufacturing industries were protected against
England by duties on woolens, silks, cotton, yarn, and twist, and cotton manufactured goods.
Her calicoes and nutslins were protected by a duty almost
prohibitory, and Ireland was rapidly becoming a successful manufacturing country. Her people were happy, contented, industrious, and prosperous. There
was a loom in almost every house, and
with it comfort came, too.
Her linens
were known and appreciated all over the
world, and her silks were gaining a ready
market. There were in 1800, as appears
by an imperfect census then taken, over
8,000 weavers employed in Cork alone,
over 5,000
manufacturing woolen goods
in Dublin, 11,000 making blankets in Balbrigau, 2,000 weaving calicoes in Wicklow, 1,000 making flannels, while the numbers engaged in linen work were imThis linen trade was encouragmense.
ed by subsidies, but they were gradually
withdrawn until all protection ceased, in
In 1825 more than thirteen million
1820.
of dollars were expended in the purchase
of coarse, unbleached home-made webs of
What a power of good, of comfort
linen.
and of happiness, those home-made webs
revealed. England, not content w ith destroying Ireland’s navigation, with crushing out, in the earlier days, her manufacture of woolens, greedy to manufacture
for the world, determined that the rest
of mankind should raise the raw materials
to feed her hungry looms, as the South
wanted us to feed their slaves, beguiled
poor Ireland into assenting to the act ol
the union under the terms of which every

in the

—
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assumed

the

accepted. Second. He always
disgrace of ids uwn failures.

When, after consultation with his brother officers,

a

movement

made which ended in

was

a

disastrous defeat, he did not atiempt to make a
scape goat of some subordinate officer, hut had
the rare manliness to declare : "I alone am responsible for the failure." A an individual, lie
was noble, generous, brave and helm id.
As a
corps commander he was effective and successful. At Antietam il was the desperate charge

of his corps at the Simie Bridge that turned the
tide of battle, and thrilled the nation with the

bravery

add

that of the latter.

to

We remember General Meade

tall, spare

a- a

man,

but when

oped

in

front,

that tall. how. d form, envel-

we saw

great brown overcoat, riding

a

always

we

felt safe.

tive and mode rate..
anti

brave.

tile

to

conserva-

sagacious, patient

and

IVninsula,

the

Oil

He was

Antictam.

at

Frederiek»burg. ami (.'haneellorsville. he displayed such qualities that the Government was
justified in giving him command of its principal
army in the most critical hour of the civil war.
That the honor of tin victory at Gettysburg is
due to him. the country will never
Anti the fact that lie retained the com-

largely

not

believe.

through

mand of that army

paigns. possessing

fidence of General Grant, is
his

ability

succeeding cam-

the

to the fullest extent the

con-

proof enough

•(

commanding officer.

its a

(I.

HOWARD.

t).

\o officer ill the Lnited States army lias been
more severely censured than General Howard.
Ilis courage, ability, and character have all
been repeatedly assailed. Investigation after
investigation lias 1. n held t»» investigate the

charges made against him. \nd tints
only fact that lias been proved against
"That in1 is

far tin*
him is.

Christian." Ami the readers of
on tit)- "Campaigns of the Civil

a

the last volume
War." writtt

by

n

just

and

Douhleday,

General

issued front tlic press of Scribner's Sons, will not
be surprised to timl tin- religious element in
General Howard’s character sneered at wliereit can be done,
it is not for me to say
whether all litis abuse arises because the I'nited

cvtT

States army is not the proper place for a ('hrisgentleman, or whether the moral tastes of

tian

incapable of appreciat-

hi- accusers rentier them

ing the virtues of

t

a

As to

'hristian character.

the first I ilo not believe that the Hngli-h army
u as ever disgraced by the prayerful devotion of
the

Havelock. and 1 do not think the

saintly

of our troops. As a commander of the
army, lie was not alone responsible for the disastrous failure.
Fredericksburg came immedi-

I'nited States army will he by the
hristian
character of General Howard. But leaving him

ately after Antietam. The assault made upon
St. Mary's heights at the former was not more
desperate than that made across the stone Bridge
at tlie latter.
It was simply mi a larger scale.
The success of either must he decided by the

him

fortunes iif
the other

One

war.

was a

brilliant success,

sorrowful defeat.

The emmtry that
honored him for the desperate chances taken at
a

Viitietam. must not
same

crucify him for taking the
Fredericksburg. From a pri-

chances at

to

reply

hi-

to

in

as

genial

A

would crush any man.
First. Promoted against his own wishes ton

position lie knew lie

not

was

capable

of

filling.

Second.

Circumstances which lie could not
control seemed to he all eouihini d against him.
Third.

His subordinate

officers refused to

give

him their warm, cordial support,and without that no commander can hope to succeed.
The rank and tile of the army knew him well.
His fi>rni was familiar to every common soldier.
We knew of his kindness, his generous nature,
his bravery, and his ability. And the sun ivors
of that old army will denounce any attempt to
assassinate the memory of their beloved rom-

niand'T,

when his

speak in his

voice can

no

longer

defense.

own
■

eloquent

loSKI'U HooklT!.

At the mention of that name

at.

the old veteran

onee

seem

No; the

more.

to

see

helpless

paralytic

A-

a

large squad of soldi' rs
regiments and

battle

as

bravely

as

who criticise him.

the most eminent of those

Tall,

erect,

commanding in

appearance, hr was one of the most brilliant
commanders upon the I’otomae.
As a subordinate officer he was perhaps proud, ambitious,
and
was

disposed

to have his own way. Hut all that
overshadowed by his skillful management

of troops and his heroic bravery.
As a commander of the Army of the Potomac, he was ils
most skillful organizer and its most rigid dis-

ciplinarian.

All admit that the battle of Chan-

eellorsville was

wisely planned

any battle
of the war; but it ended in defeat, and there is
as

as

disposition on the part of some to place the responsibility of that defeat upon General Hooker,
it is a very easy task to sit in an elegantly furnished room, tight battles, and decide the fortunes of war twenty years after the struggle
a

has ceased.

A few strokes of

gifted but pre-

a

judiced pen measures the commanding General’s ability and decides the place he must till in
history. 1 have no fault to find with those who
are striving to give the American people an impartial history of the civil w ar, even though it
censures

tue officers we learned to love.

Hu* of

the critic who condemns General Hooker for
not bringing all his troops into action before lie

retreated

the river, 1 only ask, as he
writes his lines of condemnation, to remember
across

that Hooker was a wounded and disabled soldier hours before that retreat was made. He
sustained

injuries

tin' Chaneellorsvillc
recovered

from

that cannon shot at

house, from

delay,

sub-

sequent mismanagement, if there was any,
he was not responsible. He retained the comassumed it.

perhaps,

But it

was

until General (’ouch

not doe Hooker, with

his keen

sagacity and unerring skill, but a
bewildered, and disabled man. Not
the eagle towe ring in his peerless pride and
power, hut wounded and erippled at the feet of
the spoiler. His critics declare that as the comstunned,

mander of
rear.

an army he should have been at the
There is but little doubt but that under

similar circumstances
there.

But the

theory

they

would

have

been

that commanders must

always direct the movements of troops from
point in the rear, is a mistaken one—for

some

the most successful commanders of the past

century have received the inspiration of their
genius and success amidst flaming powder and

bursting shells.
kept Hooker in

The rule

would have sent

Napoleon to

the rear

was

being discussed,

of the soldiers, with much

profanity

were

Vfter many remarks had been
abusing him
made, one man. a tall, muscular fellow hailing
from Ohio, spoke. "Hoy-. I will tell you what
1 know of < tenoral Howard, dust before Chan-

only

eellor-ville my
-irk and dying.

.Timmy

tent.

brother.

We

boy.

mere

together in

were

knew that he

-non

11111-'

was

a

little

be

mus-

tered out, and one dark, stormy night 1 sat
down by III- side and took ledd of hi- thin
Ib'talked of home,

lb--ent little mes-

sages of love to the old folks and the girls.gave
me some good advice, but I -aw he wa- uneasy

Something

like.

while he told

seemed to troubl

him.

After

lie was sort of uneasy ab mt
He kind of thought tin re w as to be
me

a general inspection over
ready for it. lb'wanted

there, and he

was

not

to pray for
him.
I never took utueli-toelcin those things,
but he looked so pitiful like 1 made up my mind
some one

some one to help the poor felSo through the rain
low prepare for the futur.
and mud 1 ran. II wa- awful dark, but I soon

that I would tind

found the chaplain's tent, but the chaplain

was

sick and not able to go out. What to do I didn't
1 never could go ba.-k to the poor boy
know.
I

alone.

happened

to

liitfikard.

think of

I had

heard the officers laugh about his prayers, and
without .-topping to think w hat I was doing, 1
the held half

ran across

guard

The

ters.

knocked at

the

had
door

a

mile to liis

been
of

headquar-

removed, and 1

the (.eiierul's tent.

1 blurted out my errand, lb
caught up hi- hat and hurried with me to my
tent.
Poor Jimmy was very low and breathing
When lie

came

but lie knew me. and when 1 told him

hard,

who the (ieiieral

was

his

pale

cheek- flushed

Howard got down by the poor boy’s
side, and how he prayed! My own eyes were
so dim that 1 could not see much for a few mo-

w

ith

joy

ments.

away,

1

When
lie

did

had

one

shoulder, and there

look
hand

w as

a

Jimmy
on

had

passed

the (ieueral's

sweet

smile

on

liis

lots of encouraging words
to me before lie left, and when Jimmy was
face.

Howard

spoke

buried (ieiieral Howard came down
grave,

spoke

to

the

sympathy
hand. Now. boys, you
subject.’’ It is needless

and

few words of

a

kindly shook my

had
the
for
me to write that there was no more abuse of
(ieiieral Howard on that picket post.
An Old Tkiyvit.

better

change

which he never

and far the confusion,

mand four hours

mbers of

nu

hailed from different

(ieiieral Howard

States,
some

the future

Not the vain, shallow, boast-

gilt uniform that his critics would
make us believe, but the brave, dashing, brilliant leader; one who could plan as wisely and
a

who were

different

Chaneellorsville.
in

of the (orman troops in the

some

Klevcuth corps his -kill ami ability was never
1 once
doubted, lb was a man among men.
-at on the picket line at the Rappahannock with

a

man

wa-

an

and was cool, skillful, and successful.

men.

that he was the hist few years of his
life; made such by the injuries received at
ful

kind, generous, and symotlicer he was beloved by lu-

individual he

hands.

we

noble and dignified
pale, lint very

for the country's life. When we look, d at him
always reminded us of friend- at home. As

Aside from

three fold power that

a

countenance,

it

cious. hut

a

a

expressive, an eye that could Hash as brightly
a- tile gleam ol' battle, or beam with the tenderness of a woman. Tin'empty sleeve pinueil
to bis shoulder told of de\otiou and sufferings

pathetic.

victim to

by

seen

quiet, unassuming, ami yet
officer.

vate's point of observation I remember him a>
a noble, dignified officer; brave, kind, and sagaa

only speak of
private soldier. A

tic-. I must

own cr

was

that

would

have

at Chaneellorsvillc
the rear at Lodi,

and Sheridan at Cedar Creek and Five Forks.
If Hooker had not been injured the battle would

“On Hoard the Rocket” is a handsomely have been won, and history would have spoken
printed volume, with illustrations, anil is pub- of his peerless courage. Now the literary vullished by II. Lothrop A Co., Boston. A new tures endeavor to dissect him for the crime of
edition was recently issued.
beiny teouudeil upon the battle Held. The old soldiers,

The

Proposed Bankruptcy

Bill.

In chief features of the Will reFollowing
ported to the Senate to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout the United States :
Whenever any person without fraud shall have
become involved in debts anil liabilities beyond
his means of payment, and amounting to jsioo
or upward, lie may apply by petition in equity
setting forth his insolvency and the cause thereof. with schedules of his liabilities and assets
duly verified to the District ('ourt of the United
States for the district in which he may reside,
on which jurisdiction is hereby conferred to
surrender his estate for the benefit of his creditors, except so much as shall be exempt from execution under and by tile laws of the State
where he resides.,.
The bill provides that in cases when the
debtor attempts to defraud his creditors in various ways, mentioned in the bill, proceedings
shall be had. as in the case of a petition by the
debtor, the Court shall have power to grant extensions of times for payment, and to reduce the
amount of indebtedness pro rata, for the purpose of allowing the debtor to proceed with his
business, if it shall seem best so to do, the Court
may, at any time during the proceedings, order
that all, or any other proceedings lie stayed or
dismissed.
The bill provides for the punishment of creditors who wilfully bring about the bankruptcy
of debtors, and that it shall be the duty of the
Supreme Court to make such additional rules
inequity, if any. as may be required to carry
the act into full effect: and to fix all fees and
costs or services in bankruptcy under this act.
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IS VILKOVI>S.

sjme

IN

GKXKUAl..

s'.-PI.

The Maim * ntral smoking ear No. goo avhs
gutted by tire at Bath saturdaA night
.nisi previous 10 thi departure of the midnight
train. < aiise unknown : loss sl.ooo. The same
ear ha- been burned before on the same
spot.
A b-Ax day- ago Da\ id M. Robbins, lixing a!
Warren, near Hope, wlm-c wife aam- killed
last year by ( baric- Smith, iioaa in ]iri*on for
life, was married to a girl 1- or go veal's of age.
Saturday lie applied to Justin- Hick-, of Rm kkmd. for Avarranls against Iavo young men. one
tie cousin "t hi- Avife. for rape alleged to huA"
been committed on his Avife t aaa• davs after marriage while lie AA as aiisent at t he post otiiee. He
said the otlenee aa a- reported to him hv hi- Avife
in a most flagrant nature. The justice declined
making the warrants on the statement of tin
Avife t,, husband, but desired the testinioin of
the wife, Avhieli Rohhins returned to Warren to
obtain.
rhe grand jury at Rockland Saturday report’d ten indictments, one against II. A. Rlli*.
•
Aangi list, and Mr*. Lizzie < t. Rose, for adultery : one against L. M. Staples, late countv attorney, embezzlement of town funds of Washington; six common nuisance, one burg,am,
one larceny.
The trials Avill take place next
Aveek.
At < 'berry field Sunday evening, while leaving’
church, Airs. Hattie Sprague, a avIiIoav, Ava*
killed by Chester Cunningham, cutting her
throat. The deed AA'n* probably prompted by
jealousy Cunningham Avas arrested.
lhe Rlxeeutive t'ouneil have adjourned to
meet on th" g*th of March, aa hen tin
y Avill assemble to assess the tax upon tile Maine railroads.
1 hey rejected the nomination of John
s. Derby a- ( ountv AttorneA' for York
county
ami of Charles S. f,e.nt a-' Register of Deed’s
for Sagadahoc county.

eoinpletely

Insomnia.
< >ne of tin* almost invariable results which follow the use of ,k(oMl,OIM> OXYCEX" is to
give the patient sound and refresliing sleep. A
lady writes of lier daughter: “The continued
use of Compound
Oxygen soon gat e her health and
refreshmg shep, and all anodynes are aba ndoned

Says

a

patient;

"Since using !/our

remedy

my

sleep

and good. Aly spirits arc ill a mile])
healthy condition. 1 hare no need of anodynes" Another writes: “Before I commeneed taking it (the Compound Oxygen), / did not
sleep any at night. had no appetite, and my cough
was so troublesome that I had no rest.
Since I
commenced taking it / hare slept well at night, ill v
has
much
appetite
very
improved: I scarcely
rough at all: and. in fact. I feel better in every
way." Another says; “1 was perfectly sleepless,
often three nights in succession, followed alternately by one night of horrible slumber, known
as nightmare. A<>w
sleep is restored, mind clearer,
step firmer, all healthy action greatly increased."
Another lady, referring to her daughter, says:
“Mv daughter has improved in flesh, and looks
Well. She sleeps well at night—sleeps all ni/flit a
thmg she was unaccustomed to do. Be fort' taking
tile Oxygen, walefufuess was one of her troubles
1
can see that she is much less nervous, and in
better spirits.*’ A gentleman, writing of his
wife says : “1 have followed your directions as
nearly as possible. Have left off all the medicines and stimulants my wife was taking, and
the result of our treatment so far lias been more
satisfactory than anything preceding it. She has
been able to sleep good at night without the use of
chloral, a thing she could never do before,” Our
Treatise on Compound Oxygen, containing large
reports of eases and full information sent free.
Drs. Starkey & Palen, 1109 and 1111 Girard
Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
IS

natural

more

dining

the year

oii'ii 1 at

INM.by

no

more

soijie

Col. Mosobv, the

Hong Kong, showed

a

*ofal

of

Tliese figures conclusively show that, ho far
Hong Kong is coma rued, the tax imposed upon American shipmasters
frequenting thi-i port
for the relief of distressed seamen must be disburse! for sonic uhjeet other than that which is
in ended. Under previous Consuls it is to he
feared that the sums collected under this head
fail'd to reach the Treasury at Washington:
hut a> all this has been radically changed by the
present representative of the United States in
this ( olony. the money merely finds it* way to
tin' capital, as. we presume, a general asset'.
In fact, we believe it has been the practice
with former consuls, to pocket fees, amounting
a'

£40.bou

$.r)0,onu per annum,
tla* greater portion of which w as exacted from
Amerit-in vessels.
Is it any wonder that our
>lup> have been unable to compete with those
to

of other nations in the

to

foreign carrying

trade?

This extra wages tax is hut a small part of
what our ship owners have to contribute to
the pri\ate bank account' of dishonest officials,
or

which,

ually

in tin*

as

find* it-

sury.

Tin

ease

of Col.

Moseby.

event-

ay into tlie United States TreaMail says the total receipt* at the
w

Hong Koiur Consulate during 1HM

£21.-

were

51(».n5, and the total expenses $7,341.51. leaving
a balaiiei of £14.175.34, “to be remitted io the
v apt. Robert c. Adams, in his entertaining
book. **( >n Hoard the Rocket," relates his experience. in a port of Asia, w ith tile extra pay
law. His -hip was obliged to lav idle for seve-

The

crew

were

unwilling

to leave,

and ('apt. Adams would not drive them away,
a- was done by *nme other
captains. Finally
the ni« ii. know ing thc\ were not wanted, conv|,iiied to leave

:

••but the consul, in

reply

to the

application, held up the three months* pay law.
and my choice was to keep the men or pav
sixty dollars each besides the wages due."
Attached to the Consul's office
master,

who gave

personal

w as

a

shipping

attention to all de-

tails of business connected with crew*, and he
‘"line forward and offered to allow the men to
d- '< rt'* upon the payment to him of fourteen
dollars apiece, which was to he called “two
weeks' hoard." (/apt. A. says:
I felt compelled, in justice to my owners, to
adopt this plan, and connive at the rascality by
w hich an
unjust law was evaded by those entrusted with it' enforcement. The matter was
arranged so as to do no violence to my conscience in the matter of oath and declaration of
desertion. This shipping master, after a short
term of service, was able to buy a half interest
it) a large ship, and probably approves of the
throe months' pay law. The previous Consul is
>aid to have taken away eighty thousand dollars
after a few years residence.
And 111i' i' how our ships in the foreign trade
are robbed under a law which was
perhaps necessary in the time of its enactment, but which
i* no longer so.

of

A

Geological

Mining

Survey.

geological survey of the State, in connection with
the proposed extension of the work of the
l nited States Geological Survey, now confined
to

a

the Territories, into the States, and calls the

delegation
pending measure by which
about.

in Congress to the

this may be brought
The benefits of such a survey would

unqu 'lionably he very great, and we trust the
Mining Journal's query, ‘•Shall we have a geo-

logical survey?" will hi- answered in the affirmative. That paper says—
Preceding geologic investigation,

a

triangula-

tion of the State would be necessary. This is done
in so perfect a way that every elevation, the
course of every stream, the boundaries of every
timber district, the exact method by which proper drainage can be secured, and the geology of
the state, can be so graphically delineated by
maps made as the work progresses, that our
wholi area—its resources and general physical
features—can be as readily appreciated and
easily understood in the distant parts of the
civilized world as by the most intelligent ai d
highly < dueated of our citizens.
A- the work progressed, reports would be
written and published enumerating and describing in detail our varied resources—mineral, agricultural, timber, water-power, etc., etc.
The cost of this work will be comparatively
insignificant: the benefits to our people and. by
relation, to the country at large will be incalculable.
There is a great deal of sympathy expressed
for Sergeant Mason, and the efforts to secure
his pardon may be successful; but we believe
this

sympathy to Is- wrongly bestowed, and
pardon would be a serious mistake.
is evident that Mason was actuated by simi-

that his
It

lar motives to those which led Guiteau to shoot
President Garfield.

popular

ovation.

a

rate of interest not exceed

I per cent.

annual town meeting the following
elected:
selectmen, Assessors and
Overseers of Poor, 1. H. Jackson, Moses
Kelsey,
Edward Shible.s; Treasurer, II B. Stephenson ; s.
S. Committee, James C. A born; Constable and
Collector, G. \V. Brown; Road Commissioners, H.
Kno\.

officers

meeting

ufacturing

At the

were

year,*

....

Wednesday

«•

He sought notoriety and a
As to the severity of his sen-

tence, it should lie remembered that he has violated both the civil and

military law. Is it well
to establish a precedent that an enlisted man
may shoot down with impunity the prisoner he
is guarding? Then, in the eye of the law, the
life of Guiteau is as precious as that of the
President; or rather, the killing of the one is as
great a crime as killing the other, and the same
penalty is incurred in both eases. The pardoning
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Representatives
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attention of our

liarriman.

the

burden,’substantially,

I'lic Maine

Geo. E. Johnson.
elected in joint con-

debt at

bond the town

ing

City Treasurer, Augustus Perry.
Citv C<h n< il:
Custom
Mr. L. M. Staples, late county attorney of Knox
Co.
requires me to present to you such matters of Ini-i
City Solicitor, IL F. Dunton.
F
ness pertaining to the various departments of our
Kenney. Wm. Brown, Reuben Abbott, J. 11.
county has been indicted at Rockland for alleged
G. C. Kilgore, M. I>.
A correspondent says that horses are allowed to
City
Physician,
city, as will be most likely to require your attention
Brown, Gilman Philhrlek. The first and third Se
embezzlement of the town funds of Washington.
J.
C.
Cates.
run
Marshal,
loose
City
the
women
the
streets,
and to offer
through
frightening
during
present municipal
lectnien, Treasurer, s. s. Committee and three Comsuch suggestions as may seem proper. Such -ug
An order recently issued by tin* Post office Deand children, and running into anything which tuny
Assessors, Charles Moore, Geo. K. Wallace and |
missioners are Republican.".
gestions are not intended to be taken as rules for
of
the
announcements
A. A. small.
to
he in their way, and that he, with other
partment prohibits
posting
iiappen
your guidance, but merely as matters submitted for
of any kind on the walls of the waiting rooms of
Overseers of Poor, O. G. White, Geo. E. Johnson
Bn Ksrour. A pod of the Grand
citizens, regards this as a nuisance which the city
your consideration. Should any of them meet with
Army of the
your approval, undoubtedly you will give them all
and \\ P. Thompson.
authorities should suppress.
post offices.
Republic was organized lo re last Friday evening
the consideration thev may require.
Whatever
Chief Engineer Fire Department, Charles T.
Che spring term of the E. M. ( .Seminary he
there may be in them of winch you do not approve,
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erl 15. Trimm, a strong partisan and : >r ycarfund, declaring no div idend upon the non-preferred
and did not arrive until .‘1 o’clock \. m. Monday.
excellent coffee, doughnuts, and sandwiches for ten stock.
Pullion says of the movement set on foot
ron’s County fair, and of a Counts Grange was
the very baekl»"ne of Demoeraey and bran
The 18th section of the by-laws of tin* company
cent* or less, and where hooks, music,
Idaiiie ; “The proposed convention of
WILLS. The following wills were tiled at the last
billiards,
not considered.Mystic Grange traded at their
backism in thi- tow n. I Miring the election M> uday
provided that from the “net earnings” a dividend Secretary
and games are used t< draw men and
boys away of six percent, should be declared mi tin* preferred
session of the Probate court in this city—Andrew
store $7,000 last year, and declared a dividend on
wili grow in
until it is
he wat- lied the progress of matter- with a critic'from the gin palaces which abound in the
J. Frohoek, late of Belmont, who gives to his w ife
neighbor- stock, and if a surplus remained a dividend should held."
profits of o per cent, on purchases. >-mn* ot the eye and lud'ore it- close, rising upon a b'lidi and
hood. It is a grand movement, and no one who be declared on tin* non-preferred stock to a like
one-third
ef
Jane
the
farm
and
houseall
members get as high as $2."» draw back in this way.
Froliock,
-homing with stentorian voice, he made the follow
amount,
should a surplus then remain, it
visits the place in the evening can doubt that it is a should beand,
Si him1 of tin- papers
in this
hold personal property. To hi* eldest -on. Tames
divided equally on all the stock. I undersay that Fast
The Grange is in a very flourishing condition.
I >em«»erat- and t ireen'naekering declaration
stand that a question then arose as to the
power for good
h«
March 150th; others
S. Frohoek, one-third of farm. To hi- son Leonard
•>’ lowed
authority Sint** will
loth.
-Honesty Grange, Morrill, did $s,nun wi th of I have i;"! el(‘d with y m all niv life I .as
Lenten services are no longer confined to Catho- of the directors to create this sinking-fund and deD. Frohoek, one-third of farm.
I In
lias not hern issued.
To hi* eldest
business at their store last year. They have reen r- you thr-nigh all manner ot evil -clieining and diclare dividends in this manner, and in ls7'.t an at
lics and Episcopalians, and this year 1 have noticed
tempt was made to amend this section of the bydaughter, Margaret J., $'>0. To his daughters Lucy ly added 1(? bv initiation to their membersliip. grae<*. am! now I bid ym an e\-ria-l ing farewell.
people of all denominations at st. Paul's and laws so as to authorize the continuation of the
A.and Mary H. $100cach. To hi-son Lewis B. $100. Thursday they buried tlu* fourth member death
Henceforth ami f"iv\er you will llu.d me with the
also defining the words, “net earnProbate
sinking-fund,
Court.
Trinity. Phillips Brooks belongs to the people, ings” to be such sum as shall remain after
All the above to he paid when the minor- become of
has taken from them since organization
MMii
long a- the breath of
paving
Bejuibliean partv. and
and even the spacious church edifice on the Back
the incidental expenses, the interest on tin* mort•I- l> Lamson, Judge.—A. A. Flktchek, Register.
Boulter-Harvest Home Grange. Brooks, rontii*
age. The value of the stock and tools on the farm
Heaven -hall continue t<* sustain this peri-hing
and
funded
and
such
gage
debt,
for
the
cannot
provisions
accommodate the crowds who go to
Bay
is to he divided equally.
After the payment of all
rlies to receive applications, and many old mend
frame, iu-t -o long will I -upport their platform—
The following business was transacted at the
payment of the maturing obligations of the corporhear him. Meetings will he held every day during ation
debts and legacies if there he a surplus it is to he
as the directors may deem necessary,
Man li Term of this Court—
are returning-Star of Progress Grange, Jack- n,
since
So help me Hod
\ nuinmir of disapprobation
Passion week, and already there are signs of the which time the directors have continued* to apply
Ai'MiMsi lu ni.N Chanted on Estates of—
equally divided among all the heirs. The property is in its usual successful condition-I>irigo Grange, arose from one -ide of the bouse at the loss of their
the earnings of the road in the same manner as beAdolphus Mathews, late of Belfast, Sanford it. is to he settled within one
f. .i. i».
approaching Easter.
year from the death of
fore, and under this plan no dividends have ever ! Mathews, Administrator; I.. R. Locke, late of
Freedom, is prospering.Seven Star Grange
di-tin.gui-hed leader, and a shout of victory came
been declared upon the non-preferred stock.
Mr. Frolmck-Isaac Watts, late of Brooks, who
Montville, Edwin (ireeley, Administrator, Niobe
It
Troy, is gaining ground-l’nit\ and Thorndike from the other at the addition of one more to their
there had been no debt or incumbrance on the road,
F. Boardman, late of Islesboro, Thomas Boardman,
bequeaths to his wife Betsey D. Watts, all his real should each have a strong, active, influential fast tilling ranks ...The Islesboro Iee Co. have
It is now stated that the bark \X. A. Stairs this stock would have been entitled to a div idend of
Administrator; William <i. Poland, late of Montfive and one fourth percent, or within about three
estate in the towns of Brooks and Knox, and all his
ville; Betsy Poland, Administratrix.
been doing a very fair business this winter. They
grange. Searsport also presents a line lield for
wrecked near New York, was lost infourths of one per cent, of as much as the preferred
(.i vhdi vns a i‘i'»iN
l.i>—George W. Young unto personal property—Mary Brann, late of Lincoln
work. There should be a good
have stowed about a.OtX) tons and are-till running
missionary
grange
stock.
!■.
this
(
and
the action of two
method the non preferred stock is
linton
who ran
By
Philip M. Thomas, minor children of
vide. After the payment of ail hills she gives to
.North
into their house.-.
made to pay the entire interest on the railroad
Last wo k they loaded srh. K.
sinieon B. Thomas, late of Lincolnvillc; Lizzie 8.
strong grange in every town intheeounfy
her
away from the vessels on
debt, also to contribute more per share to the sinkHall unto \\ illiam M. Hall, non compos mentis.
t over
her brother Philip Hall all her real estate until his
M Heed, ( apt. Barker, with 727 tons for Baltimore
Star Grange, Dixmont, made a net protit
si
the
io
ll
than
The bark Alice W.
License
Real
a
ing-fund
Estate
on
had
similar expreferred.
Estates of
son Horace W. Hall shall arrive to the age of twen
1’lie
four hundred dollars from its store la.-t year..
and are now loading sell. C.
Baliis for same
This plan seems wrong, unjust and illegal. Equi-Misin II
Piper, late of Swanville; C. S. Fletchbeing wrecked. She
members of the Dirigo Grange, Freedom, held a
ty-one years. At that time the property goes to
tably, each "hare of the stock, whether preferred or er, late of Stockton.
port,
they have been working about forty men
and endeavored to get within hail of a
i\\ n i<m:ies I-ii.i;d on Estates of—Ezra Man- Horace W. Hall and his heirs.lane W. Hawes, Valentine sociable which proved a ven -in ec.-ful since the tlrst ef Tebruary. The iee is about 1!*
non-preferred, should bear the burden equally.
But whether I am right or wrong in this matter, you
tel-, !•"!<• of Wiir„* or port; Ambrose Hall, late of
boat, but as an
steamer was due the
late of Searsmout, gives to her husband, Robert and pleasant affair-So long as farmers delegate inches thick ami of a very tine quality. They have
will undoubtedly give this subject all the consider
Lincolnvillc; Sarah B. Thurston, late of Searsport;
its merits may demand, and see that
to wait for the
Vinos Lane, late of Prospect; Mandred E. and
Hawes, the farm. She bequeaths to Kbenezer all their talking, writing, and thinking to other placed a ten horse pow er engine at the head of the
game and ation
the rights <>f each class of stock-holders are prochildren
of
Bertha Hatch,
Loandcr Hatch, late of
Robbins his support—food and clothing—out of classes, «o long will they be “hewers of wood and
run to lioL-t the iee from the pond.
The elevator iwould not heed the <
The latGentlemen

j

Treasury.”

ral months.

Selectmen, II. E. Twitchell, K. I). Doc, O. s. M' AI
ister; .supervisor, A. 'V. Fletcher; Treasurer,
Henry M. Cole; Auditor, A. \V. Fletcher, Collector
ami Constable, Orrin Farrington. It was voted to

The reports that the Mutual Cnion Telegraph
order.
I Company is to he consolidated with the Western
Sweet potatoes from Florida were in our market
Cnion are denied on the best authority. The ortiee
last week.
here has been requested to inform business men
Mail Agent Knowlton has a painful swelling of and others interested.
the hand, severe enough to call for the use of a
Attention is called to the notice of farm for sale
doctor’s lancet.
in South Waldo-Horses for sale in Buck.-port by
Sell. T. H. Livingston, of this city, during a re•John Wentworth-Dress making by Annie Going,
cent gale parted one chain, off Chatham, Mass.,
Belfast-Belfast assessors’ notice-School noand lost an anchor.
of the Belfast mantice, Belfast -Annual

timely publication,
original
concerning
practices.
reliable,

in-

than £113. The Mail very truK says

eases

in

jess

Robbed.

of this oxhihit-

in some

.8.

are now

j

£2.b»b.7b, wliile the sum paid out by the Consul
during the y ar as relief to seamen amounted
i<

Clerk, James

cleaning

Cottrell has laid the keel of Capt David
new three masted schooner.

Hodgdon’s

o

sting and suggestive facts concerning the

>. (

C ity

and house

Burnham. The annual town meeting was held
March 20th, and the following officers elected—
Moderator, Kufus Gilmore; Clerk, John P. Brown;

1

three months' extra pay law and its operations.
It say* that the xtra wages collected uu»h|rtlii>
law

Spring painting

vention—

ADDRESS.

Geo. W.

tion.

citizens.

w ere

& Co. have Scotch potatoes. Foreign potanovelty in this market.

are a

1

final and conclusive.

Tin* China Mail of Feb. 2d, contains
to)-

officers

Howes
vaca-

‘you

legal decision will he accepted by all parties

are

following

short

-.

doubt, this matter will come be font the
in some shape, and we are sure that a

Owners

The

a

-.

courts

Ship

fellow

Vicinity.

Friday for

-•

by the organization which elected
him. although lie does not say by what means it
is proposed to bring about a different distribution ,,f the income of the road. Hut eventually,

How

our

Belfast, March 20,1882.

on

■

i'stie held

l

The Reporter thinks tin people of SkeAvla
gati have reason to he proud of their musical
talent.
The Douglas- mine resumed Avork the l::ih.
The value of .Maine'- hay crop i- about three
tile
a- large as tin
aggregate AAortli of In r
cereals.
The title of Solon 1 'base's mxv joip, 1 i- ■•Thi 111
steer-."
The tirst number has been issued.
A Deer l-|e man ha- a aa tlier sheep, el, aen
months old. that lie lia- implored in hauling
Avood ibis Avinter.
A petition asking the (governor and Council
to re-appoint Judge Linby ha- been signed I»a
m arly or quite every member of the lloultoil
bar.
The I 'resident ha- nominated Willi- M. 1 f n \
ock collector of customs f,,r tin l‘u*suiuaquo<ldy di-triet. and Samuel R. t lia- ; o-tmaster at
siico.
At the quarterly meeting of the Maine Insane
Hospital on the loth, the resigna: ion of Dr. H.
M. llarloAv. Superintendent, tea- presented,
and the Board a oted to accept it. to take effect
June 1st. The r signal ion ,,f (
B. l.akin. Mi avard and Treasurer. AAa- also accepted.
An apple buy er from 1’roA ld' iiee. R. |.. iliiaking Waterville hi* headquarter*, and liapaid out ax it 11 i 11 a fexv week- some sl.v.000 to
fanners in neighboring toAviis.
The Maim < ntral Railroad CompatiA have
recently puivlia-ed in Russia some fortv-live
hundred ton- of steel rail-. This large lot Avill
b, muigli to lay about forty mil. of track.and
av, learn that about
forty miles of thi- amount
ax ill tie laid on 111 at
port ion of the mail bet aa ecu
Burnham and Bangor.
Charles H. Roster, leading editorial aa riter of
the Philadelphia Record, died Tue-day morning
of pneumonia, after an illm-ss of |e-- than a
Aveek. Mr. Ro-ter aa a- a unlive of Maine, and a
graduate of Bo\vd< in College. He studied I.maa
in Rortlaml. and -,uu afti r hi- admission to the
bar remoAed to North < arolina. aa here lie luiih
up a handsome | Tact ice.
The Whig -ay
that S. A. MaxAvell. Rsq.. of
Bangor, ha-ju-t made.. the largest, if in
tact, not the large-t -ale of iiiiAva-hed Avoid 1 a ,-r
niadi in that market.
It i- of lfo.i>«i pounds.
or bet AA' eejl -CA I'll hundred tllld
ejght 111 I lid V *1
-ticks of AA'ool. Thi sale Avas made mi the -pot to
a
Boston party at a price not stated, but satisfactory to the seller.
Governor Blai-ted lia-issued an order forbidding parade-by the militia mi Last Day.
*i,:p carpenters' Avagcs have advanced in
Thoniiiston from id.To to Sg..To per dav.
Among the graduates from BelleAue hospital
med.il a college. Ni aa York.are John A. < lough
md
II. Melxain. fvun Maim
Mi—Grace hee Balih of Maim passed the
best examination and stood first in a class of
m arly :avo hundred at the I’eent e.xaininaliim
in the Philadelphia Coll,-gi ;,1 Bliarniaev.
William 11. Smith, auctioneer, sold at Bath.
Saturday. thirty-four shares of the Sagadahoc
National Bank, at si.TU per share, thirty in Liu■oln at S'loO p,-r share, and I'm in Bath bank at
Sl-To per -hare, and tAventv-one in Lincoln at

railway question: or
city’s interest in the
positions of the preferred
the

railroad, the relative
and non-pref, rred stockholders, and tin mode
of distributing the net income.
Mayor Johnson,
,,f course, maintains the position on the lath r

as

confidence of all

city

close

<•

address i- de'oted to the

erne,I

the oath to Mayor Johnson. The
official swore in all the ollicirtls. Rev. C. L.
Libby offered prayer. Mayor Johnson then delivered the following

same

and

toes

suggestions from our constituents—acting thereon
according to our best judgment. NVe, alone, are responsible for our acts. It we conduct our business
on this basis, we can retire from our respective
positions at the end of the year, still retaining the

administering

Belfast

!

Ki.AXli KIll'l MUM,.

e,,n,

of the

of

schools

!

■

no

The full board was present, latch branch, met separately. W. 1*. Thompson, Ksq., was elected president of the bo.Hd of aldermen. Charles W. Haney
was re-elected president of the common council,
and Waldo B. Washburn was elected clerk.
Botli boards met in joint convention, tin* city clerk

News
The

.-

j

considering

on

city government met at the city council
Monday at 10 a. m. for organization.

1

s

rather to

rooms

new

ami for tin* l>c*.-t interest of the whole city. If we
do this, and perforin our duties in like manner, wc
ran, at the end of this municipal year, surrender to
tuir successors the p< wers which are now vested in
us, with the consciousnej.j that we have done our
whole duty.
Let us not only take counsel among
ourselves, hut he alwav. ready to give due weight
and careful consideration to all proper requests and

1

■

lit

The

Journal.
Editor Jolrnal
I used to think that Boston
women were wholly devoted to literary pursuits.
There is a tradition that the bags which they always carry contain nothing but Greek Testaments
and manuscript articles for publication. This is an
error.
My experiences the past week convince me
that the true Bostonian is devoted to charitable
work. 1 sauntered forth in my ignorance one morning, with a plan to study up the various charities in
a single day, but found it as
impossible as the task
which Madame do Stael imposed upon the English
statesman.
“Tell me,” she said, “all about the
British Constitution in ten minutes.”
I learned that there were about three hundred organizations to care for the sick, the poor, the aged,
the lame, the halt, the blind, and the lazy.
Every
class in the community seemed to have a “Home”
except old maids, and as wo are tremenduously in
the majority, I think some provision should be
made for our wants before reaching an age to goto
the Old Ladies Home, which, bv the way, is a most

Correspondence

PUBLISHED

Organization of the City Government.

Boston.

CHARITIES.
FRIENDS FROM BELFAST. AN
HOI K WITH WHITTIER. OTHER NOTED WRITERS.
ART AND FASHION.
LENTEN SERVICES.

—-——

The adjourned annual meetin<: of tin Kn<>\ A
Lincoln Railroad was lidd at Rockland the loth
and a board of nine directors elected of which
Bath and Rockland havt *ix. The matter of
leasing or selling the road occasioned a lonjr deThe New City government.
bate. hut nothing definite was done. Finally a
resolution was adopted lvcoinuieudinc the lnuTin new city government was duly organized
nicipalitii >. eities and towns on the line to ap- "ii
Monday last. We print elsewhere the Mayor’s
point a committee of ten from the cities and
live from the town* to ascertain the best offer
address and a list of the new officers,
of
of the Maine ( entral ami spread it before the
tic old officials have been retained, despite the
t"
the
next
town
The
pcopl< prior
meeting.
current rumors that there was to he a clean
Ihrcetorsof the mad wm requested to act in
coiihinetion with this committee.
The meeting ! sweep, and the appointments generally appear
r' ha' e bee n made judiciously. The Mavor’s adadjourned to April 12th. at Bath.
1 la annual in*■■•titnr of the 'tockholdt r* of tlu
will naturally be read with interest. He
Bancor A Piscataquis Railr -ad was held ill
Bancor, ldih.
The report o*f the treasurer
pre-ents no decided policy of his own, and his
'hows that the cross earnings of the road f«.r
recommendations are of the general andlusual
tic past >ear w. r<- sloy.d24.*<0. ami the net
character. Ib holds out no very bright prosarniti'Ts ft»r tie-same tiim w- n sId.712.12. An
pect for refunding, lint thinks that "hen the
lection of otticers resulted in a choice of the
old hoard.
offers for placing the present iuopportunity
The animal m< ■< tine « f >and\ River Railroad
d< hlcdncss of the city in four per cents, wc
was held at Philips, loth, and four directors
should he on the alert to take advantage of it.
V R. Ileal. President.
a-cted.
Tlu cross
\earnings for tic past vear wen sl-Lopi.
N> it her are ", promised an immediate reducThe road
i 't iist si i,4dG interest on dt ht sd.uoo.
tion in taxation, all hough it is known that unless
a.rried id.non passt-np-rs. ami 4.oihi toils of
the regular appropriations are increased the city
freight. The road i* iw< feet puip-. and its
■ncth i* ichteeii miles.
must he less the present year than
expenditures
< "iumliia Falls has voted t«• raisi sd.2'»o for
last, when several thousand dollars of extra detli >liore Line railroad.
mands had to lie met.
A large portion .,f the
a
In hi* closing remark* to the Aldi nm n. e\Mayur Case, of Rockland, congratulated them
ufion tin-'lice, ssful ailministrationof city affairs
iu the so a dal departin' lit-, and especially upon
the progress made in retiring the six per c nt.
h, iiitA.
"tou have bought and retired nearly 011ci. aii of th, outstanding six per cent, railroad aid
bonds, paying forth, -am,- aa it Ii funds borroAVd aa i111 oilier obligation- of tlie city at tour per
'■'■nt. or Ii—. thereby saving to our tax
payers
nearly -, a n tliou-and dollar- per annum in ini' ve«t alone.
Thi- railroad loan i- mov in a
'cry uro-pei-ons stage of refunding: many of
iln holders of the six per cent, bonds, feeling
and kuoAving tin heavy burden that is upon n-.
express a Avillingnes- in most ea-e-. to either
-ell at par and accrued interest, or exchange
for our four per edit, bonds.
1 have -nili
taith in the linal adjustment of tlii- loan on
tie hast- of aa hat ha- been accomplished during
the past eight months, that I feel ootid, at our
successors AA ill be abl"' dlirillg tile II, Xt Veal' t"
refund the iiaiaitee ,,f tlie loan Avitli bonds of
the city hearing four per edit. -i mi-animal interest.
Thi- done, and our eitA ax i 11 tie in an
excellent tinain ial condition."
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AIM: SHU*.

l'lu '•lii|» Tacoma, of Hath, lying at Vallejo
wharf, say*, tin San Francisco Call of the 7th.
is undergoing considerable repairs, occasioned
by a singular accident at sea. Coming from
New York to this port with a general cargo, she
was struck in latitude 11 deg. N.. longitude Pin
d*g.. with a whirlwind, which instantaneously
and completely carried away her foremast and
main and mizzen topgallant masts. It was b
o’clock at night, and unusually calm for the latitude. The captain was in his*cabin, and all the
oriicers and men were below, exc« pt those
whose immediate and regular duty obliged
them to he on deck on ordinary watch. The
weather gave no warning, the sky no premonitions of unusual danger: nothing, in short, indicated a war of atmospheric elements, when,
with a thunderbolt, the spars,
as if struck
masts, rigging, and sails went crashing by tin*
side, singularly to say. no one was hurt.
The
spars were not snapped in tw o. as is usual in
sudden accidents of this nature, ljpt were twisted like w illows into shreds.
The ship is new.
this being her first voyage, and makes one of
i:»;> constructed by her builders since istit;. singularly enough, another ship, the Kdwin If.
Kingman, by the same builder-*, w as completely
destroyed at sea in 1S74. by precisely such another phenomenal occurrence. Sailing off the
Falkland Islands, the Kdw in If. Kingman was
struck with a whirlw ind, her masts and spars
were shattered to splinters, and her hull was so
completely w renched and torn asunder that the
etvw
had barely time to lower the boats and
take to their oar> when the disabled craft sank
in mid-ocean.
The Tacoma's repairs will In*
completed this week, w hen she w ill proceed to
n
and
Cork with a cargo of grain.
(Queenstow
MAIM
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they

rigidly

having
presented
trip,

>

*.

by

allegfeeling

complete

■

..

by

Republics

popularity

Day
April

proclamation

-■

recently
directly by

pilots,
seeing

signal.

Claridge

perience, barring

signaled
pilot

incoming

pilot preferred

larger
laridge's signals.
ter was delayed in reaching her port (New
York) nearly tim e days inconsequence. These
seem to be eases where ‘‘compulsory pilotage”
should be enforced—against the pilots. The
matter is to be investigated.

power is too much abused now, and tends to
bring the laws into contempt, aud to encourage

Portland

crime.

tin* Council.

No choice for

Mayor at the second election in
Monday. Mr. Libby will In* elected by

'Which

tected and nothing more.
Finally, gentlemen, let me say that we have been
selected for our respective positions, not from the
ranks of any one political party, but wholly irre-

spective

of previous political connections. Thereshould show neither preference for, nor
prejudice against, the members of either party in
the selection of officers to take charge of the various
departments of our city affairs.
We should, ami I doubt not shall, choose the men
who will be best adapted to the respective positions
for which they mav be chosen, without regard to
their past party affiliations, men who will discharge
their various duties promptly, without fear or favor,
fore

we

Morrill.

nis Allowed on Estates of—Emm©
McDonald, lateof Freedom; Isabella Cunningbain, late of Belfast; James Goodell, late of Belfast; John Carver, late of Searsport; estates of
(ieorgc Tilden, late of Belmont; William L. Libby,
late of Stockton: final account of guardian of Orlando \V.. Janies W. and Augusta (). Reynolds;
first and final account of guardian of Desire, Charlotte B. and Isaac Carver, minor heirs of Isaac Car-

\«rot

gene

ver.

late of

Searsport.

Wills Probated—Caroline Woodman, late of
Liberty; Almond G. Newhall, late of Liberty;
Sarah J. Reed, late of Belfast.

property, so long as he lives. At the death of
herself and husband and the erection of grave
stones, the property goes to John French Wood,
who is now on the place, provided he proves faithsaid

the farm and works to carry on
the same until the death of both persons named.
But if he goes away from the premises to look out
for himself the last provision is null and void, and
the property goes to John E. Hart and to Ward
Butler in equal parts.
ful

and remains

on

drawers of water.”... .Mystic Grange, Belmont,
Honesty, Morrill, Northern Light, Winterport,
Morning Light, Monroe, Star of Progress, Jackson,
Seven Star, Troy, and Silver Harvest, Waldo, each

ahout ;>0 feet high, w hich gives an incline or a fall
of about To feet to the wharf. The entire length of
the run i- about *2iHX) feet. The iee in cold weather,

fine halls of their own, and have more or less
trade.... Bro. Mm. H. Moody, well known to the

tilling the first

ow n

Patrons of

Maine

past member of Executive
Committee of the Maine State Grange, has been
elected, for the seventh year, one of the selectmen
of the town of Liberty.
as

a

when tin*

run

i-

frozen,goes dow n very rapidly. In
they run about fifteen feet

house

high in the house without hoisting.

The ice

nine

hour, and
went up the elevator and into the house.
They
will make a good harvest if the weather continues
cold this week.
down the

run

at the rate of 40 miles

an

Searsport Locals.

Cyphers is making extensive prepara
the lumber, wish, door and building mateials line and will be heard from in the advertising
olumns of the Journal soon.
K. s.

Mr

in

ii-

;

Kasty

Mr. W. 1

having put

not

in

appearance,
tii«' last of the entertainment course of lectures will
■e delivered
Milliken, of Belfast.
by Hon. Seth
Subject, The Crusades.
an

The subject of the sermon by the pastor of the
Congregational church next Sunday morning will
l*c “The Importance of Bepentunce.” There will
■c a
temperance lecture In the evening.

Mathew

Mr. N. H.

i-receiving

encouraging
'■••port- from his mine-in Summit county, Colorado,
and with Messrs. Sargent, West, and his brother
(o-.irgc h will return to Colorado the last of April.
s

very

direction of Mr. Fred K. s\veet>er a
rehearsing the opera of The BoheWith tin1 as-istanee of talent from

Ci der the

large chorus is
mian (»irl.

abroad, it i- the intention to produce the opera here
soon.

Tile i<v harvester-

are

work here aud are
weather for the business.
Ton ton cargo Saturday and

with

Tiit

i.-ading a
putting up a large

Jlni-iic

n

now

at

very tine

still at

favored

;

the steamThe i"e i- JO inches thick, clear and

wharf.

-tack

near

blue.
Makink Non
-«ailed Feb. nth. Ship John C.
Cotter, Capt. i«corge McClure, from > alparaiso for
M. liltmc.-. t'
load guan
for Cnited Kingdom or

port Valparaiso, Feb. 11th, ship

•'.t'oient.In
I*a\

Brow n, (apt. Janies lYndlctou, bound for
.|< p<<-itor... Arrived at Cortland. March PI,

ot

-iiano

rig Van A. L.;no,

.apt. Bobbins,from Boston\ Map'll ITtb from New Orleans, ship Besolute,
L

Capi

D.

e

1

Nickels, for Liverpool-Cleared
Fr.arci>co, March lath, ship State of

‘-an

m

Maine,

.apt. (.eorgcC. -mall for Queenstow

(

for

n

»r«ler.-.

<

IN

EXCITEMENT

Searsport Amateur Dramatic Club are to
give us the drama, “Above the Clouds” soon, the
proceeds to go toward new scenery for the hall.
Tin

The

ROCHESTER.

In Burnham, March 18th, Mrs. Rosilla. wife of
Lewis Chandler, aged 74 years.
In Nelialem, Oregon, Charles A., son of John S.
and Jane 1*. Patterson, formerly of Belfa t, aged
20 years.
In Thomaston, March Oth, William Williams, aged
83 years and 6 months.
In Thomaston, March 10th, Benjamin Fuller,aged
80 years and 11 months.
In Thomaston, March 14th, Zenas B. Putnam,
aged 5o years, 2 months and 6 days.
in Rockland, March 14th, Janet J., only child of
John and Hattie C. Mehan, aged 20 years, 0 months
and 20 days.
In Rockland, March 10th, Percy E., son of C. F.
and Hannah L. Cassens, aged 10 months.
In Appleton, March 11th, Julia, daughter of Danfortli and Adel la Martin, aged 7 years.
In Camden, Feb. 27th, Sarah S., widow of Reuben
Wentworth, aged 82 years, 1 month and 18 days.
In Ellsworth, March 15th, Mary F., infant daughter of s. I), and Abbie L. Wiggin,aged 5 months.

Commotion Caused by the Statement
of a Physician.

article from the Rochester, N. Y.,
Democrat and Chronicle, was republished in this
paper, and was a subject of much conversation,
both in professional circles and on the street. ApAn unusual

it caused even more commotion in Rochesthe following from the same paper shows:
l>r. J. It. llenion, w ho is well-know n not only in
Rochester hut in nearly even part of America,
sent an extended article to this paper, a few days
since which w as duly published, detailing his remarkable experience and rescue from what seemed
to be certain death
It would be impossible to
enumerate the personal enquiries which have been

parently

ter.

as

made at
but they

our

otliee

have been

as to
so

the

validity

of the

article,

that further invesdeemed an editorial

numerous

tigation of the subject

was
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houses"

good here.

Morrill, where Mr. I). i.- to en
1'• t* r Whitney had one of hi-

to

renewe

k

tiold

pair
in i. la-t week. H. li. Dnlifl*,of Thorn
A. H. t lark,ot l nity. Horses apgr .u demand, and are bringing good
friend-of Mr. and Mrs. .T. K Dickey
them la-t Friday evening.
They are

r

re

meeting

war.

trade -eem.- to he the
re-eiit lime in tills vicinity.

'u

1 K

a

d
-t

\yer

m

Mr. Young

1’alerm

Greely,

house. ...Will

one

tinest young men of this
;■
ia th
week. ..II. W.

: ’tie

town, will start boTaylor' gift enter’
a-"
all came ojf last Thursday evening, but owing
ill* large number ol unsold ticket-the drawing

»

postpone I anti' 'lay pith. There were a large
1 *•■ d. Wbitten. «»f Belfast, a-sisl
preset,:
;• M< -.-r- M r-e. Mit-heli, Neal, and Young, ot

villa.g e.
gentlemen

p'ea-ed

t

the

w--n

fa«*e of the

genial
1st agaii.Mrs. W

-ee

mi
1

yogug

t,y tiieir gentltmanly d'portinent

a;i

aj

Ten

mu-1-.

pre-.*nt from Belmont, who

wa r-

~i-<
M

good

.'a.i-iie-i

if

returned b- her home in Boston thi- week

vie;,

W.

I’re.-eott, --f thi- town, lia- a lb" k of
lamas, many of them weighing 3o pounds
.The eamp lire of the G. \.K. will
pwar-i-

■■■•■

g

;da«a
V

M«a -e’s hall

a

rrh *2:M

l>r.

used, §4'»'»

on Thurs.iav afternoon.
(lough lias been offered, and re-

bis

!<t

pair

ol' roan

mares...

.Mr-. Vo»e

:-iting her -is ter. Mrs. skid mo tv. it tliis •> iling*
1 »ii
m., the Frank Neal
Friday ..-t at about h
iioirne. occupied by L. Hannan, took lire from a
•lot'.

t in the -love

pipe

and had

got a prett\ good
-tart before tho alarm was given. But a- is usual
in thi.-village when the cry of tire is heard, men
.1

full

pails

d.

Not

ai

of water appear to spring out of the
man wa- in sight when the alarm

a

gi\<*n, but In if-- than ten minutes there
!ha;
I

thirty,

the

each with

house,

t

fV.-i

full

pails

ithout

1

v

flooding

it

of

were

water.

lan age t«•

with water.

Mitt■<»i{!.
-ejir. Mima Ue, 11a; i-.aded, wathrough !•;. tin* i.a la.-; week, an IparPallv tilled
ith water
The prospect is favorable :or huihti,_ ;i
-i\ hundred ton three-master here next summer.
.The entertainment given by the ladies of the
—

-regational society la-t week, was well patronzed and well gotten up
The costumes and singing by the “Smith Family, were unique and called
"i

rapturou- applause. Mr-. Dr. Swett presided
ii the piano.
All acted their parts well, and Miss
ara F
Morrell, as Mr.-. Chief Justice Wigfall of
tiif "uprcuio ( urt, in “The C oming Woman” acblitted her-vj admirably.
It was thought, how•rtli

1

that she did

hold the scales of .justice with
hand....Mr. Frank Young, our
Idle and harness maker, will move into Mr.
Jatne.- Haley's building on Main
street_Village
ii-trict No. _• held their annual school meeting la-t
■

\a«tly

an

not

vcu

■

>aturday,

re-elected I>avid II

and

smith. Esq.,

Cho.-e a committee of three on repairing
•gent
their house, viz
A. E. Fcrnnld, E. (
Arey ami
P- A
Pich ...Pcv Mr. Prince •! the Bueksport

'•'•minar;.
'•iinda

u

il!

preach in the Methodist rhur< h next
ami. evening.... Mr. Solomon H.

forenoon

offren.

<

highly respected
night iast, aged seventy three

citizen, died

a

on

Saturday

Mr. Coflreii
but had lived in
Buck-port and W'interport over forty years, lie
•'lives a wife, three daughters and one son.
The
'ife of Hon. Fred Atwood is hi- eldest child_
«
apt. lie". W < rockett has sold one-half of -clir.
Henrie tta to < apt. Hutchings, of Orland. >he is
having some repairs made->< i. E. A. Elliot,
( apt
Aside-. Dean, of and from Wintcrport, for
Boston, went ashore Saturday morning on Cod
native of

was a

Pock

near

year-.

sandwich, V H

Cerrish I-land.

Portsmouth, during

the

heavy blow and speedily he< ame a total loss. A
reinendoiis sea was raging, hut tie crew of live
m.-ii were saved by a life line thrown from the
•re, by the aid of which the men Anally .-uoecedd m gaining the land, the
heavy seas washed some
•i them into the water and
carrying them among

t

rock-.

:

was injured about the
exhausted : they saved only
what they had on, and were kindly cared for
by
Mr. Baker Emery, at Burnham farn
where they
remain.
The vessel was loaded with a hundred
t >ns of hay, which is scattered
along the shore.

One of the

bead and all

ffltnoKs.
have

seven

were

crew

The Winter schools nave* closed. \\'«,*
school districts. School No. 1, kept hy

Waldo, 18 weeks, wages $55 inlulling lioard. No. 2, taught by Janies G. Hard
dig, " aldo, lo weeks, wages $35 including lioard.

«

s

taught by Irving Kilgore, 16 weeks, wages
board $l.lo. No. 5, taught by Samuel N. Ifa.--

4,

io,

"l, ot Poland, 10 weeks, wages $30, board $1.To.
N
taught bv Roscoe I>. McKeen, Swauville,
1- week.-, wages $17.<>»), board $1.35.
No. 7, taught
1- lorence A.
Cilley, 12 weeks, wages $20, board,
No. 8, taught by ,J. W.
$l.oo
Lang, $22, board

l

The W inter schools averaged very well,
schools were generally successful. No. 1,
taught by Hattie 1 Minton of Knox, 10 weeks, wages
$'», hoard $l.4o. No. 2, taught by Lizzie Leonard,
•t Montville.
No. 4, taught by Ella L. Fenlasen,
•Jackson, 15 weeks, wages, $5.50, board $1.10. No.
*•
taught hy Myra C. Lang, of Brooks, 9 weeks,
No. 6 taught by Fannie
wages, $2.50, hoard, $1.
c

l

"dimmer

A

Austin,

£1.3o.

No.

Brooks, 5 weeks, wages, $1.70, board,
7, taught by Florence A. Cilley. of

of

Brooks, 10 weeks, wages $3, board, $1 40. No. s,
taught by Emma L. Young, of Thorndike, 6 weeks,
wages, $2.oo, hoard, 50 cents. Amount of money
raised by town $700; received from state, $456.61;
Whole number scholars, 298; whole
number attending school in summer, 169; average
attendance, 129; whole number not attending, 129.
Winter—Number attending, 221; average, 158; not
attending, 85. Number of weeks summer school
in town,65; of winter school, 90 weeks; total weeks
total, $1156.61.

lor year, 155.
E. E. Patch;

Agent No. 1, Libbeus Jones; No. 2,
No. 4, Benj. Rowe, Jr.; No. 5, Dan’l.
Jones; No. 6, Geo. Briggs, No. 7, Calvin Richard-on; No. 8, Samuel Foss, Sr. No. 5 has repaired
their house in good shape and built a wood house.
No. i repaired their house last
year....The fall of
snow Saturday and
Sunday helped sledding-Mr.
Daniel Lang, one of our oldest citizens, is very
sick with pneumonia-Ten to twelve hands are at
the kit factory. The dry house is not quite
done. Over 300 cords of pine have been hauled to
the factory so far-Harvest Home
Grange conferredithe 4th degree on eleven members at last
meeting and has six accepted for degrees next
meeting; also six applications to be acted upon.
Ten «if the old black-slidden members have rejoined-The annual district school meetings are now
in order-C. E. Lane has just returned lroin a
visit fo.Aroostook
M. Chase recently lost a valuable Jersey cow from a disease resembling “pink
w«»rk at

—

eye.”

disease, his

manner

changed in-tant!y and lie spoke

cry earnest ly
“it i- true that Blight'- di-cu.-e has increased
wonderfully, tml vv imb.by r- lial 1. statistics, that
in tlic pa-l leu year- il- grow Ih ha-been’J.">0 per
tl\
cc.it. Book at the pr •:11im nt men it has carried
Kvcrett. -a in nor. « ha--. '\ ii-• m. ( arpent, r, Bi- ic j
Thi- i- terrible and show
Haven and othera
greater growth than that of any other known com
plaint !l must be plain I cm rv om that something
must be done to cheek thi- increase or there i> mknow ing where it may ml."
“Do you think many people are alllioh d with i!
to day vv h* do n »t reali/-- it, Mr. Warm t
! have a striking' e\
“Hundred- of tluoi-a idainph. of this truth which ha- .iu-t mini' t.» my notice
A prominent prote.--or in
New Orient.mciical -oUegt vva- 'ccturiiig before his class, on
the side <’t of Bright'- di-case,
lie had various
lluids under n
ro-ropic anaiy-i- and vva- show;ing
liic studeat' v\ c.:t the Indie,iii<ui- of thi- terrible
Ii order t•• draw t!ic contrast bemalady wen
tween healthy and unhealthy lluids lit* had prov idid a vial tin m:,f ul.- of vv 1 i h vvciv diaw u from
lbs own p< t -o,i.
And now. gc.dicn.•••,.' In said,
‘ns vve ha\'
it. due unhcnltliy imlicalioiis, 1 will
-how you novv :: appear- in a slate of perfect
mitt- b id- own limb to the usual
health, and in
\~ la vv ,.;<•! ,-d th« re-nit- In- countenance
t« -t.
i c.q,o ami coinu:aml both left
suddenly ii.ingc,•
him. and ii: a trend ding v« ice he said ‘ticnllcuiien.
1 have made a j. ,r ;.d.
>v cry
/ have Briglit’di-ca-c ot tie kid:.*-; -.'and in !••-- thati a yea if he
wa- dead."
You believ
thi t iliat it ha
no
n.ptom- ot its
own and is lrequ**nliy miki *»w n even by the person
vv ho i< atllieied w itD ii
v

•*

••

ii

iut>

ii"

ii> n\vn ami vm «nen
-> liii'i'M!,none at all.
I -uilly :m two people lia\e the ^um*
symptom.-, am I 1 r« «jin ?.11 death i-the lir-t -\mp.*:i m- <*1 an; khlm
tom. The slight* t in.
dit
tie Lilly -ho u hi 1 ■*• en^i: a to .-trike terror »;m (me.
I know what 1 am talking aooiil tor i haveijeen
im\ di-*a-*
through all tin* -tag* *•!
*A on know of Dr. II* ni<m‘s
e-, 1 hav** both read ami heard of il."
“It is very womlertul i- il not?"
"A \er\ prominent ca-r Dm i,
nmr
th.-pi a
agreat many other tli.it have eome ;• in\ n L
having been enred by tin -am*- means.'
"You believe then that Hright’s «ii-«*:i
ar. :•*•
cured.''
"1 know it can.
1 km-w it from the e.\peril! me
of hundreds *»l promiio i.i p- r-**ms w ho w re gi* cn
up to die by boi 1. their phy-i dans ami I riei.d-. ;
"You -j- ak
yoi r ow n experience, w hat jw as
it.
\ tearful en«
1 had h-ll languid and limited
for
ii-iinfor
ar-.
Hut 1 <iid not know
aile«l me.
When, however, ! found it wa- kidne\
* 1 i llifii
1
lty thought there wa- lit I It* .hope ami -oi di<!
the *l**etoi
1 ha.*- -inee leant* 1 that one of ihe
physicians of this city pointed me out to a
iiu-n
*n tin- -tivet one 'ta*. -adng’ ‘there g"C- a
man who will be dea<l within a year.’
I
lii ve his
w«»rds would have proven true if ! Iia*l mit form
natch .-ceured and u-ed tin- remedy now known a•le Kidney ami Liver (.. lire."
Warner
"Ami this eau.-ed you t<» manufacture it V
“No.it cause*! me t * * investigate. 1 went t the
principal < itie- with Dr. ( raig the discoverer, ami
-aw th*- physicians pre-*Tiding and n-ing ii ami
-aw that Dr. Craig was unabh* wilh hi- facilities,
io -uppl\ tin* medicine t<> thou-and-who wanted it.
1 therefore determined, as a duty I owed humanity
ai.d tin- suffering, to bring it within their reach,land
now ;t i- known in every part **1 America, is sold
in every drug -tore and has become a household

March 15th, schr. F. E. McDonald, Kane, Boston.
10th, schr. T. H. Livingston, Hodsdon,
Portland.
March 17th, schrs. S. S. Biokmore, Watts, Boston;
Excel, Hart, Rockland; Flavilla, Blake, Boston;
Emilia Hotchkiss, Phillips, do.
March 20th, schrs. Flora Condon, French, Bath;
Fred A. Carle, Condon, Boothbay.
March 21st, sclirs. Florida,Gilmore, Boston; Geo.
E. Fessenden, Bcbee, Bath; Lillian, Ryan, Boston.
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se-

11 Phoenix Row 11

has

Having just

had

renovated and filled with a NEW and
FRESII STOCK of

it

duced

received at
20

prices

greatly

re-

of

cases

Still announces the prospect of his removal from Belfast, and with such prospect before us
there is but one alternative, the reduction of this large stock of goods, and the general clearing up of everything that is calculated to detain us. Consequently we place before the public
UNPARALLELED BARGAINS, and below we quote the prices on a few of the many goods in this
stock. The general mark down has been made in every department of our stock and comprises

FURNITURE!

SAILED.

INCLUDING

March loth, schr. J. J. Moore, Potter, New York.
17th, schr. W. F. Parker, Daniels, do.
IMli, sclirs. F. E. McDonald, Kane, Jacksonville; Flavilla, Blake, Rockland.
March 20th, sclirs. s. s. Biekmore, Watts, Bruns\\ irk; Fannie Butler, Warren, Islesboro.

CHAMBER SETS

lota Goose Parly!
HAYFORD OPERA HOUSE.

THURSDAY, MARCH 23. 1882.
Supper from 0.30 to s. Dancing from 8.30 to 12.
Tickets of Admission..loots.

.Supper.25
Dancing.25

the

etc., of the latest designs and improved style-.
Having purchased this stock for cash, at a great
reduction on old prices, 1 can give extra bargains.
Being an experienced cabinet Maker 1 am pre
pared to do repairing and manufacturing at short

I fa

public

1

Attended to promptly.
I'he trimming and sale of
Caskets made a specialty.
Call <m me. I’riee12tf
reasonable.

Soft Frit Hals

r

I

Fur

"

HOUSE,

THURSDAY,
MARCH

at

low

prices:

25c. Former Price

\

••

75r.

$1.00

Look at tie Prices!

1,50

"

1.00

AT

AN IMPORTANT COLUMN.

We have in stock over #1,000 worth of elegant
Black Silks that must he sold. Every lady in want

HATS,

will please examine our different grades.
The order was placed early in the season from the

ARTISTS

25

Commercial

The great Comedians,

renowned California Comedian,

CHAS- A. MASON!
The < liampion Lightning Zouave Drill Artist,
MAJOR THOMAS!
And the World Renowned California Quartette!
j;
BRYANT & SOMERS,
!
The Great Musical Team.
MR.

A Lull ( horns

|

4

and

END

MEN

PO PILAR PRICKS
35 AND 50 CENTS.
j ^eat- now on sale at F. W. POTE'S.
lwLL. GOUGE, Business Manager.

Largest!

list sn srn
o F-

give notice that the !irm of E .1.
plIIS
1 MOR1SON A CO. is this day di--»!»ed h\ |
mutual consent.
The notes and in.ok '•■emint- of |
the late lirm will be left at the .-tore f.»r tin- pre-ent
u.- are
tor eolleetion. and all panic- indebted
hereby culled upon t" settle,and anyone ha\ing demands against us will pre-cut them f«»r immeoi ite
is to

geiiitle-

The reporter h ft Mr. Warner, much impressed
with the earnest in--- and -inc< rity of his -tatementaiid next pai'l a
i.-it J*> Dr. >. A Lattiinore, at his
i'e-i*leiice on Prim*- "treet.
Dr. LattimoreJ al
though busily engage*l upon some matters connected with the state Hoard of lli-aith.of which he ione "l llm analyst-, courte«»u-ly answered the
<pic.-ii*»ns that
him
"I)i*! you make a chemical analy-i- of th ease of
Mr. 11. 11 Warner-ome three year-ago. Doctor?"
"Yes, -ir."
•AN hat did this analy-i- show you?''
"The pre-ence of alhumeiraud tub*- *-a-t- in gjrcat

78 Mi St.,
.ill

our

mers

Belfast.

goods
ire

arc

bought for

will give

our

custo-

the benefit.

12

Please Give Us a Call.

BLACK

abundance."

Ami what did llm symptoms indicate?"
"A serious disease <*| thekidiicy.-."
“Di*l you think Mr. \\ arm r could recover?”
"No, sir. 1 did not think il po-sible. It wassel<lom. indeed, that -o pronoun***-*! a ca.-e had, up t<»
that time, e\er I>een i-un-'l."
••Do vou know anything about lh*• iemcd\ which
cure*l him?"
"Yes, 1 have chemically analyzed it and Upon
critical examination, find it entirely free from any
poi-onou- or deleterious -ubstances.”
We publish th* foregoing -tatement- in i**w of
the *-omm**ti*m which tin* publicity *•! Dr. Henion’s
article has caused amt t-> meet the
w hidi h:i\ e be* n ma*i*-. The .-landing of Dr.
Ilebion,
Mr. Warner and Dr. Lattiinore in the community i~
beyond <;iie.-ti*m, ami the statements they make, e.-mnot for a moment 1m* <i<>u!•(••« 1.
They eonrlwsiu ly
-lew that Height'-di-case of the kidneys i- one of
the most deceptive ami dangerous <»f all diseases,
that it i- exceedingly common, alarmingly increasing ami that it '•an be cured.

LOOK HERE
If I wa* troubled with Dyspepsia, ( onstipatlion,
Files, sick oi-Vtvous Headache, or had any trouble
Stomach, Itowel-, or Liver, I w. uld use

of the

t"
Wiggin’s Fillets. They ha\e an inherent
in the history of medicine.
cure, never
•Y* sent- at DrucgM-; by mail on receipt of price.
Wiggin A; ( <•.. Rockland. Me. Mi s Sawyer’s Sjilve
as m-w prepared beats the wnrld.
25ccnD. .‘Sinlh

powejr

surpassed'

A

c A l»I).

ail who are sufl'ering from the errors and indiscretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay. loss of manhood, &<*., I will send a recipe that
will cure you, FREE OF CHARGE.
This great
remedy was discovered by a missionary in South
America. Send a self-addressed envelope to the
Rev. Joseph T. Inman, Station I), AYw York (itu.
To

SILKS

$1.75, $2.25.

I'iicM- goods were bought direct from the manutacturcrs agents, and are the BEST make in this
country. The $2.25 quality is as good as any $2.50
quality in New England. Allot our silks are warranted, and we know what we are talking about
when we make the above statement. All those in
-ilks should see ours before
want

purchasing.

PLEASE GIVE US A CALL.

B.

protestations

SPECIAL NOTICES.

DRESS

At $1.25, $1.42,

F.

n

WELLS._

Assessors’ Notice.
si ]fs( R1I1ERS, Assessors of Belfast, liereby give notice to tile inhabitants of said eity,
to make ai.d bring in to them true and
perfect lists
of their polls and estates, real and
personal, in
writing, including money on hand or at interest,
and debts due more lha‘11 they are owing, and all
property held in trust as guardian, executor, administrator, or otherwise (except such as is hy law
exempt of taxation) which they are possessed of
<m the first day of April next, and lie
prepared to
substantiate the same according to law. And for
the purpose of receiving said lists, and
making
transfers of real estate, the undersigned will he iii
session at the assessors’office during the business
hours of each day from the F IRST TO THE SJXI I I.Vi H OF APRIL NEXT, (and no
longer) and

cpHK
1

personal examination of property 1 iv the aswill not lie considered as a waiver for
neglect of any person in bringing in true and perfect lists as required hy law. Blanks ou which to
make said lists may be had by applying to the assessors.
Highway surveyors of the several dis• riels are requested to tiring in their tax-books of
iss], by tin* tenth of April next.
Agents of the several school districts are request'd i" make return under oath to the
assessors, of
the number "f scholars
belonging to each family in
their school districts, their names and age,together
with the names of the heads of the families, as soon
as may he after the first dav of
April.
CHAS. MOORE,
) Assessors
OEO. E. WALLACE,
of
ALFRED A. SMALL,)
Belfast.
Belfast, March 23, 1882.—3wl2

any

sessors

Belfast

In

Mwnnvillc, March sth. bv A. K. Nickerson.
L-cp, Mr. Fred J. Weld# and Mr-. Julia E. F.ullon,

both of <\\ am ille.
In Prospect, Mar k 19th, b\ Rev. \V. <L
Mr. F. W. Benson and Mis* Hattie J. Ladd,

Searsport.
In Buek-poj'. Marcii Mt.h. by Rev.

Caijlev,

both of

T. Gcrrish,
Mr. Janies A. FulJum and Mis- Isabelle Ladd.
By
tin; same. March l."»th, .Mr. Merritt T. Smith and
Miss Mary E. I.add, all of Bucksport.
In Camden. March 14th. Mr George I
Andrews
of Fargo, Dakota, and Mis- Mary Woo.-tero| <
In Rockland, March 14th. Clarence W. Muddle of
Huntington, Long Island, N V.,and Lila J daughter of James Begg of Rockland.
In Rockland, March Dili, Adam M. Wilson land
Sarah A. Kenney, both of xmth Thomaston.
In Vinalhaven, March 5th, Everett Mills and
A. Green, both of Vinalhaven.
In Waldoboro, March 4th, Geo. W. Hilton of Bremen, and Nettie M. (.roton of Waldoboro.
In Charlestown, Mass., March 11th. Mr.
Reed Jr., and Miss Cora L. Brown, both of Ellsworth.

rPIH‘: STOCKHOLDERS of said company are
JL
hereby notified that the annual meeting there-

will be held at the office of Philo Her6ev, in Belfast, on Monday, the third day of April next, at 4
o'clock P. M., toacton the following matters, to wit :
l-t. To receive and act upon the
reports of the
President. I >irectors and Treasurer of the company.
2d.
I n choose a Board of Directors, a Treasurer
and Secretary for the ensuing rear.
•Id. To transact any other business authorized
by laws of the company.
N. F. HOUSTON, Sec’v.
Belfast, March 21, 1882.—2wl2
‘d

DRESS

DIED.
In Belfast, March 17th, Leonora, daughter of
Alex, and Julia A. shihles, aged 37 vears.
In Belfast, March Jiitli, ( apt. Win. B. Otis, aired
8*2 years.
In Northport, March 19th, Mrs.
Mary Abide, wife
of ( apt. J. II. Whiteher, aged 11
years and 3 liios.
1 lie deceased was a daughter of J. M.
Stevens, Es<p
In Waldo, March 20th, Henrv F.
Gentncr, aged
#7 years.
In Stockton, March 16th, Lizzie 0.
Lancester,
aged 34 years.
Lost at sea, Feb. 28th, Franklin, son of Jeremiah

and MarindaC. Warren,of Islesboro,aged 20 \’ejirs,
6 months and 15 days.
In Swanville, March 20th, Mrs. Martha
Nickerson,
aged 81 years, 5 months and H days.
In Penobscot, March 14th, Capt. Elias Littlelb
ld,

aged

64 years.

that
INFORMStimeherin friends
Boston, she
sonic

fast

and has taken

after an absence of
has returned to Bel-

rooms over

H. H. Johnson

Co.'s Store,

where alio will carry on DRESS MAKING In all
it. forms. She will lie glad to welcome her old
friends.
‘2wP2*

SCHOOL NOTICE.
SUPERINTENDING SCHOOL COMMIT
tJ'IIE
tee will he in session in
I

the Higli School Room
in Belfast, on Saturday,
April 15th, and Saturday,
at
2
o'clock P. M., for the purpose of ex
May Utb,
aimning teachers. Teachers for the spring and
summer schools must not expect to tie examined at
Per order
any other time.
2wT2
SUP. SCHOOL COM.

SEARS’ ISLAND

be leased to a responsible party for a
term of years, commencing May 1st.
Apto
.JOSEPH WILLIAMSON.
ply
Belfast, March 15,1882.—3wllis

WILL

75c. to $125.

per

Spool.

TOWELS!

1,000 YARDS

in

All-wool 40 in. wide.

wide, all-wool, from 45c. to 75c.
shoodah marked down from 02 ^c.

Our

six in.
45c.

The

reputation

Towel

of the

well known, length

sell for 25c. is
*22 in, extra
The 12 l-2c. Towel

we

yds., width

I

heavy, handsomely bordered.
a

marvel.

PAIR ONLY to ea<di

UNF.

ru>tomer

!

3 Cases Best

FELT SKIRTS !

Quality Dress Prints
At 7c.

I

BROS.,

SUCCESSOR

3 Dz. ElegantStietland Shawls,
In

illuminated shades, also Corderettes have been
marked down to a price that must inevitably close

balance of Mock ‘dosed out

The

REGARDLESS

OF

COST.

Blue SI.00. north 1.75.

1,000 1 s, Bleached Cottons

them.

Short Lengths

TO

JOB LOT OF REMNANTS.

Se. peryard.

Only

;

A B.

MATHEWS,

I 1

FURNITURE OF ill KINDS,

Cornices, Poles, Curtains,
LAMBREQUINS

quote them. Suffice it to say they will becm:

& DRAPERIES,

Nice Cretonnes, Lounge

<

kinds,

M ;111

a

large .supply always

on

Notice.

of the

Best make la America, onlj 5c„ worth sc.
MKDini I.IOHT IOLOBS.

i

HE MEMBER

US

TO Main Street,

hi.-’use*,

!

I

Ii

j

AT

lielfant, Me.

>

have the LARGEST and MOST COMPLETE
stock in Belfast, and shall close the entire hit,
W<‘

WARRANTED

or

I Case LINEN Bleached Crash

money refunded.

Extra Heavy, 20 in, wide, 7c. per yard

I CASE 12-4 MARSEILLES QUILTS

Root ! WOOLEN SHAWLS.

Life

BANNER

Both
WILL

Single

MEET

THE

and

95 c.

IN

IOc„ sold everywnere

CHICKS.

midi:.

at

Bargains

FOUND

BE

IN

OUR

Carpet Rooms,
As tiii«i >f--'uk

positively

mu-1

be

sold

\\»

tl’er

shall

$1.00

ar

80c.

Lowell Extra,

Wool,

07c.

Ingrains,

55c.

Double W arps,

15c.

Hemp Carpetings,

10c.

Oil Cloths A:

I Case Nevada Cheviot

Double,

SAME SACRIFICE

WILL

Pique Remnants All
Onls 10c. per yard.

amounting in value to $800. Shall sell Double
India Striped from $7.00 to $50.(X), former price
from $10.00 to $37.00.
Buy one, perfect satisfaction

1 X I R

THE

Lace

store,
10

i:\Tll.l

1 Case Cocheco Prints, Tapestries

We have about 1 do/, only left, and the price F
fixed BELOW the original cost.

1

TI 21. ( II
COO.VI IN will he ii the
ready at all times to wait upon any who call.

)

THREAD,

200 yards, 2c., former prlrc 3r.

hand.

IIE
4WEO
nil
for so many
year- with \. It. Mathews, has an interest in the
busine.-s, and will la* pleased to wait upon those
Will also he ready to attend any calls for
who rail.
iu the undertaking line day "r night.
hi- son i

sILK

Tin AiiractiTB

at 'r.

\ i*.

Cloaks & Ulsters.

&c.

Caskets, Coffins & Robes

mv

Only dr., sold everywhere

COMMON

Coverings,

FRINGES, GIMPS,

Cambrics

grand CLEANING OFT of these goods will
he made, and as the prices vary we cannot
A

Or. per y ard.

I

-*2r. per yard.

I Case Best Glove Finished

Cotton Dress Goods.

-ALSO-

Ml

1 Case Remnant Prints

Sold for 20c. and .‘17<'.

From 10c. to 25c.

HAS NOW A FULL STOCK OF

j
I—.’.)

pins

Shirtings,

Hugs 7>»S7

TEFJWtS STRSCTLY CASH.

12 l-2c.

I CASE GENTS’

TREASURY DEPARTMENT.

Scotch Wool Shirts & Drawers

Comptroller of tiikci rrkncy, /
\
Washington, March :’», 1882.
llEllEAS,bv satisfactory evidence presented
to the undersigned, it has been made to appear that “TIIE S E A RSPOI IT N A T 10 N A E B A NIU'
in the town of Searsport, in the County of Waldo
and State of Maine, has complied with all the provisions of the Revised Statutes of the United States,
required to he complied with before an association
shall be authorized to commence thebudne-s of
Now therefore I, .JOHN .JAY KNOX,
banking.

office of

At Sue., former price 75c.

W

Comptroller

of

the

Currency,

A

ney & Liver Complaints
and all Diseases aris-

ingtherefrom, such

do

hereby certify
that “The Searsport National
in the town of
Searsport, in the County of Waldo and Mate of
Maine, is authorized to commence the business of
banking, as provided in section lifty-om* hundred
and sixty-nine of the Revised Statute's of the United
states.
In testimony whereof witness my hand and seal
of office, this 3d dav of March, iss-}.
.JOHN JAY KNOX.
-nil!
Comptroller of the Currency.
No. 2i’»42.

'Bank,”

A

Druggist has Sold

ONE

over

DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

Elixir of Life Roof Company.

Commissioner’s Notice.
undersigned, having
npiIE
Hon.
of

been appointed bv the
Probate for the C,unity of
Judge
on the 2d Tuesday of March,
instant, commissioners to receive amt examine claims against
the estate of JOHN STEVENS, late of lielfast, in
said County, deceased, represented insolvent, her*
by give notice that six mouths from the daleof said
appointment are allowed to the creditors of said cstate for bringing lit and proving their claims, and
that said commissioners will tie in session f,jr the
purpose of receiving and examining said claims, tit
the office of Wm. II. Eogier, in sni,. lielfast, cm the
eleventh day of April next, and <m the eighth day

L
Waldo,

J. «• K ITTRCIIUE, 4b»:XT.
HIK HL4»». n4l.fl
#i-AU, DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

r|',IIK

subscriber lirn'liv gives public notice to nil
has been duly appointed
the trust of Administra-

LIZZIE R. LOCKE, late of Swanvillc,
County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
aslhe law directs; lie therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
EDWIN GREELY.
in the

of

August next, at ten o'clock in the forenoon of
each day.
WM. II. EOUI.EIi,
It K. Dl.NTON.
lielfast, March 20, 1882.—:iwl‘2

FARM FOR SALE.
The well known <J A LI)EIIWODD
farm, situated in South Waldo, live
miles from Belfast. Said farm contains about one hundred and ninety acres, has two good barns, con- i
venient house, good orchard, and is well wooded
and watered. Will be sold at a bargain. Inquire of
SAM’L KINGSBURY, Esq., or A. KENDALL,
Poor’s Mills, Belfast.
2wl2*
1

FOR SALE.
OFFER two good horses for sale in
Hucksport Village, either or both on easy terms,
or will exchange for western land and
pay difference if any.
Address Mr. S. I*. Hall, Hucksport,
or the subscriber at
Kewanee, Illinois.
JOHN WENTWORTH.
March la, 1882.—3ml2

I

BEST M3KE ONLY $2.50.

At 50c,, marked down from 75c.

I

LACING KIDS, FOSTER PATENT.

BED SPREADS!
MARSEILLES

LOOK AT 1HE LAIit.E STOCK

Only 25c., sold

lit

From 25c. to $1.00 per yard. Everybody should
from this lot, as we shall close them at a
GREAT REDUCTION.

-FOR-

This
shall

Turkey

Wear.

Red

One lot Worth
44

stock is large and must bo closed. We
CLEAN OUT the whole lot 25 percent.
LESS than regular prices.

Tablings!
55c. for
75c.
SOc.

j

••

Unsettled Bills.

Curtains,

buy

WooleaS

15c.
112 I-2c

We must impress upon the minds of all
indebted to us, the necessity of settling
at once.
The demand is imperative, as
we

have resolved

standing

We

75e.

1.25

$1.00

LINEN DAMASKS !

balance all long

Domestic Fashions.
our

tire lot,

wo

intention to close out the
shall sell all

Look at the wide handsome Damask* we sell for at one half the
50c. nod 62c., varying in prices from 18c. to $1.00.!

overstocked on these goods, and will
public the benefit of the LOWEST
PRICES MADE IN THE STATE.

to

accounts.

«7 l-2c.

$1.00

As it is

FLANNELS!

>N HAM) AT

<

PRICES.

this city at 37 I-2c.

Nottingham Lace for
Boys'

LOW

10 doz. Ladies' Vests

QUILT

Extra large size for $1.50, worth $2.50. Otdy ONE
Quilt sold to any customer.

Men and

Curtains & Fixtures!

$1.25, marked down from $1.75.

\VK GIVE AN ELEGANT

en-

Paper Patterns

printed prices.

are

give

the

Iyr20

X
concerned, that lie
and taken upon himself
t »r of lie estate of

Carpet Sweepers

Kid Gloves 3 Button,

as

1,000 Bottles.
Rockland, Ml, April 25, 1881.
1 have sold over one thousand bottles of Elixir
of Life Root, and have never found a ease where
it failed to give satisfaction.
WM. IL KITTREDGE.
Nearly Dead and One Bottle Cured Him.
Westfield, Mass, March 28, 1881.
W. KITTREDGE, Agent Elixir of Life Root:
Dear sir:—Having suffered intensely for four
years with disease of the Kidneys, after having
during that time tried various medicines without
obtaining relief, 1 was induce i to trv a bottle of
your ELIXIR OF LIFE ROOT, and it affords me
pleasure to say that one bottle of it completely
cured me. 1 recommend it as the only valuable
amt certain cure for kidney troubles I have ever
seen.
I would add that before taking your medicine I had become so weak that 1 was about to give
work.
up
Hoping that others who have suffered
like myself may be so fortunate as to try your
valuable medicine. Trulv yours,
T. F. McMAIN.
AS A NPRIKCt TONIC A!%’ 14 APPE.
TIZEH IT BI4* NO Mil AL.

Dr. E. C. West's Nerve and Brain Treatment: si sped lie for Hysteria. Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
of Memory, Spermatorrlnea, Impoteney, Involuntary Emissions, Premature Did Age, Caused by
over-exertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence, w hit’ll
leads to misery, decay and death. One box will
cure recent eases.
Each box contains one month’s
treatment. One dollar a box. or six boxes for live
dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.
We guarantee six boxes to cure anv ease.
With
each order rewived by us for six boxes, accompanied with live dollars, we will semi the purchaser
our written guarantee to return the
money if the
treatment does not effect a cure. Guarantees issued
only when the treatment is ordered direct from us.
Sold by U. II. Moody.
1 \cow 1J

few pair left from $2.00 to $s.00, marked
down from $2.50 and M0.00 per pair.
—

DROPSY, (iRAYKL, DIARETES, INFLAMMATION OF
THE BLADDER, BRICK DUST DEPOSIT, RHEUMATISM, DYSPEPSIA, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, AND ALL DISEASES OF
THE URINARY ORCtANS.

NERVOUS DEBILITY :
A Cure Guaranteed.

MAKING!

MISS ANNIE GOING

V|?sta

Geilrge

Manufacturing Company.

Forty

:*m 11

:«II. II.('(limits, ;o

co.,

Sheriff of W vi.do pointy,
State of Maim,.
;
Waldo ss., March 2o. A. 1>. i-sj.
IS TO GIVE NOTICE, That on tin* l(>th day
A <>f Mart’ll, A. D. 1882, a Warrant in In-olvcn<\
was issued out of the Court of Insolvency for said
Countv of Waldo, against the estate of JAMEs s.
HITHER, of Unity, in said County, adjudged t he
an Insolvent Debtor,on petition of -aid debtor,\\ hich
petition was tiled outlie Pith day of March, A. D.
1882, to which last named date int’eiv-t on claims is
to be computed. That the payment of any debts
and the delivery and transfer of any property beand
longing to said'Debtor, to him or lor
the delivery and trail-t'er of any property by him
are forbidden by law. That a meeting of tin* creditors of said Debtor, to prove their debt- and choose
one or more assignees of his estate, will he held at
a Court of Insolvency to he liolden at the Probate
Office in said Belfast, on the l.'itli day of April, A.
D. 1882, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under mv hand the date lir-t above written.
( HAS. BAKER, sheriff,
As Messenger of the ( ourt of Insolvency for said
of
Waldo.
2wl2*
County

f»ni44

MARRIED.

15c.
Colored Borders Sold Regardless of Cost.

In

hand the date Iii'-1 above w ritten.
CII AS. BAKER, sherilT,
As Messenger of tin* Court of Insolvency for said
2\vl2*
County of Waldo.

Office

JUST RECEIVED A SPLENDID LINE OF

from

splendid assortment, varying

PROPRIETORS.

Waldo < m ntv,
STATE « *F M VINK.
Waldo s-., March 11, A. D.
Is TO GIVE NOTH E.
That on the -th
JL day of March, A. 1). lsv„», a Warrant in Insolvency was%issut*d out of the Court oi In.-oivi-ney D*r
said County of \\ aldo, against the estate <>f \\ ELLINGTON It. BES>EY. of Inity, in said County, adjudged to be tin Insolvent Debtor, on petition of said Debtor, which petition wa.- tiled on
the 8th day of March, A. D. 1882, to which last
named date interest on claims i- t«> be computed.
That the payment of any debts and the delivery and
transfer of any property belonging to said Debtor,
to him or for liis use, and the delivery and transfer
of anypropertv by him,are forbidden by law That
a meeting of tfie creditors of said Debtor, t" prove
their debts and choose one or more assignees ->f his
estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency to he
holden at the Probate Otlhv in said Bella-t. on the
13th day of April, A. I)., iss2, at 10 o’clock in the

forenoon.
Given under

a

Only t l-2c.

NAUMKEAh SATTEEfi JEANS,

CHOICE GOODS at LOW-

ANDREWS

Notice.

Messenger’s

were'propounded

price

TO

<»r

show

We

l'ic.

Remnants al 10c.. north lor.

and

FJXHIS

-.

DIAGONALS
& ARMURES

FOR CUSTOM WORK.

in 1,-55 hv A. .1. Mori.-on.

tiii: miehii

Hosiery,

••

Machine Thread

WOOLENS!

EST PRICES.

Hardw are, Cutlery, Iron, steel. Paint', Oil', Nail',
(ilass. Varnishes, Hub'. Spokes, Kims, Ac.
Order- by mail or expre.-s carefully and prompt
Iv attended’to. At hi; <»1.1 * stout..
Hit
.r>2 MtO > nTItKEf, RELI Is f\

Office of

\(hal

(100 yards) 10c. per dozen.

I

COMPLETE.

W. K. mcriscn,

Messenger’s

and Summer

Our Store is filled with NEW

Mouison. who succeed- (.• the
business, feeling assured your interest will be as
fullv protected in the future as in the past.
E. A. MORI-5 >N.

FOUND AT

I.INK of

One Lot All Linen 5c.
lOe.
15c.
*.
Hemstitched

a

A Fine Assortment of

Notice.

! KM.

:i

Linen Hdkfs.i

j

Cashmere for 95c., worth $1.25.

IS

opi'iiuil

Hnvi-

earned over from last year. The whole -took wil
be sold as cheap as though closed out at auction.

to help close out this large sto< k.
splendid 44 in. Cashmere for 67e.; j
our 75 marked down from 87?ic.; 87^c.
marked}
down from$1.00. An extra heavy Drapdetete finish }

We shall offer

CLOTHING

my brother, W. K

Window Shades,

Black Cashmeres!
Bought expressly

Tl'ITIOX :
$15 First Term. Aliy Succeeding Term, $10.
NO EXTRA CHARGE for other studies pur-tj'-din
Phonography,
English Brandies or Languages.
$5.00 extra. Send for catalogue to
:itll
REV. M. W. PRINCF, Principal.

SIXVESSOU

HOSIERY!

shall offer the

Carnet and Bronze Shades, extra heavy and
wide, only #1.25.

ill sell at

w

R( l A INS.

75 Cents Each.

Mens, Hoys & Children’s

charge.

E. J. MORiSOKj &

we

per yard. <old everywhere at 12 l2e. per yard.

OUR STOCK OF

Referring to the above notice, announcing my
withdrawal from the lirm, i desire to thank my old
friends and customer.- for their liberal pat ronage in
the past and tru-t you willeontinue the -nine with

••

ncees-ity.’’

Department

A practical accountant and expeiieneed teacher.
The course of study is not eonlined tonne or Iw

-A N D-

CASH and

specialty

a

>pccialties and

our

i.UF.AT 11A

Bleached Cotton!
As

of

are one

Spring
In

branches, but gives a broad and generous culture
to enable a young man to take a high stand as ,-i
merchant.
Students may enter at any time during the school
year, and are privileged to pursue my -Indies in
\tia
the Academic or Seientilie e.mr-e without

[Established

only 4L*c. per yard.
These

1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50

atlOe.

Prof. J. F. KNOWLTOSM,

Oil Cloths

Cottons,

1.33
••

i

Fruit of the Loom Cotton

!- IV. CHARGE OF

Special

>••!. wide

O F-

E. .1. MORI-5>\.
W. K
MOR1SON,
of
E.
in
tin*
late
lirm
Mori-on A: (_o.
copartners
Belfast, March 7, 1 S>2.

Clothing,
Carpets,

BE

A-

at

Large Assortment

settlement.

MAY

•'

*’

SEVEN DEPARTMENTS OF INSTHK TIfiV
1st, Acndemir: 2d, Sclfiitlltr ; Sd. College Preparatory; 4th. Advanced Coin-e fur Ladles :
5th, Commercial ; dlh, Itraw log and Painting ; 7111. Music.

The Commercial

1.75
2.00
2.50
2.75
3.00

another hale <>f those

Remnant Brown

< Irehestra.

4
The most superb selection of Special Novelties
ever proented on a Minstrel Stage.

The

-AND

Maine.

SPRING TERM OPENS MARCH 22.

The

The

From 15c. to $1.00.

College,

Bucksport,

FOX & WARD!
popular young Comedian,
MR. WALLY GIBBS!

1.02

-A N D-

just opened

Have

largest importers and through Custom House difficulties have tardily arrived. We will give low
prices on the whole lot ami warrant the siik 20 per
cent, less than former prices.
One Lot worth $1.50 for $1.25

HALF PRICE.

Famous California Minstrels!
25

|

of a silk

M. T. SKIFF’S
And Golden City Brass Band.
Positively the very host traveling Minstrel Company
in theentire world. Absolutely every member a star

Them to Yonr Friends!

i

KrNK LOT OK

STIFF

MAINE.

: Show

2110

Row.

EAST MAINE

t M)EB MAN AGEMENT OE F. fl. POTE.

"

ALSO

Opposite Phoenix

following

.Ik.

Remember the Place
No. 20 High St.,
BEEF AST,

at the

to

same

I.50c.

UNDERTAKING
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16,

and until further notice, otter the

notice.
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DAY,

March

LOUNGES.

MIRRORS,

CHA IKS, CASKE TS,

lie ladies of the Cnitarian Sociable respectfully
announce a Mother Goose Party (in costume)
and supper, to be given in

HARFORD OPERA

WILL THIS

IN WALNUT AND PINE,

SOFAS,

for
for

High Street,

formerly occupied by Andrews Bros., he
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much

iTince K. I.uce. of

No

Respectfully informs the public that having
cured the large and desirable store,
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W lib till end in \ iew a representative of this paper called on Dr. llenion, at his residence on St.
Paul street,when the follow ing interview occurred
“That article ot yours. Doctor, has created quite a
whirlwind. Are the statements about the terrible
condition you were in, and the way you were rescued such as you can su-tain?”
“Kven one of them and many additional ones.
Few people ever get so near the grave as I did and
then return, and I am not surprised that the public
think it marvelous. It was marvelous.*’
••How in the world did \ou, a physician, come to
be brought si* low ?”
“By neglecting the first and most simple symp
toms! 1 did not think 1 was sick. It is true i had
frequent headaches;. felt tired most of the time:
could eat nothing one day and was ravenous tinnext felt dull indclinite pains and my stomach w n*nut of order, but 1 did not think it meant am thing
serious.”
“But have these eoimri" ailments anything to do
with the fearful Bright's disease w hich took so tirm
a hold on you ?’*
“Anything? Why, tin > are the sure indications
of that dreadful malady.
of the first stag*
The
fact is, few people know or realize w hat nils them,
and 1 am soirv to sa\ that too few physicians do
eitli* r."
••That i- a strange statement, l)-*etor."
‘•But it i- a true om*. The medical profession
have been treating symptoms instetid of'diseases
for year-, and it i- high time it ceased. We dociorhavc been clipping "if the twig-w hen we should
strike at the root. The symptom- 1 have ju-t men
tinned or any unusual action or irritation of the w a
ter channels indicate the approach of Bright'.- disca-c
veu more than a cough announces the coining
\Vi
i, -t treat tin- eougli, hut
of consumption.
to
try
help the lung- We should not waste our
time trying to relieve the headache, -toinacl:. painabout the body or oth< r sy mpran-, bui gircctly
to the kidneys, tin source cf me l ol these ailments."
••This, then, i.- vviiat you meant when yam -aid
deaths which occur ari-c
more than one-half 111
from Bright's di-ease, is it, doctor':"
Precisely. Thousand-; rtf so-called diseases arc
tori tiring pc< pie to-day, v. lien in reality it is Bright's
disease in -ome "tie of it- many forms. It is a I!ydraheadt d inonsti r, ami the -lightest symptmnshould strike tern* to cv« ry om- who ha- them. 1
eai
k I tick and rc< :dl huii ii
ot deaths which
pin -h ;,<ii- icciarcii. at tin time were caused by
I
a pep U v., h> a ri di-case, pneumonia, nia
-is.
y
par.;
aiamm c. mplaints vv hi h 1
.a! lever and other
-cc now
vvt re cau-cd
> Bright's li-ea-e."
A ad oil all iho.-c cases !iav < imple symptomat lirs t ?"
•‘livery one ot them, ami might have been cured
aI wa- by tin- timely n.-*-ot the-.mu* remedy—
I am get
Warner's >ate Ki im y and Biv» r Pure.
ting my eyes tboroiigldy opened in this matter and
-tv the facts and their
think 1 am helping otln rpo-.-ible danger also. Why, there are no end of
truths hearing on this subject. | f you vv ant to know
He
more about it go and see Mr. W .’truer himself.
was sick the -nine as I, and i- the healthiest man in
He
lias
ot
made
a
thi-subRochester to-day.
study
ject and can give you more fads than I can. i«
too, and -ev Dr. Baltimore, the chemist, at the I ni
varsity. If you want fact-there are any quantity of
them -I. wing the alarming increase of Bright
di-ea.-e, it- simple and dmeplivc symptoms, and
vv ay
that there i- but «n
by vv i.i« b ;i can l c« -eaped.'
Bully sat i-lied •{' ilie truth and lovee of tin
Docit-r
word-, the reporter hade him good day
and called on Mr. War.a
at hi-establishment on
Kvhange strict. At li r- T Mr. \' arm r vva- imbued
to be reticent, but learning that the information de
sired vva- about the alarming i.i"iv;i<c d Bright’-

NEW

NAPKINS !
Only 7 He. per dozen A ft LIXEX.
One lol worth $1.23 for $100
1.50
1.25
..
2.00 *•
1.50
44
44
44
*•
2.50
2.00

Cotton Flannels!

EFThis Great
former

patrons

prices
as
our

Buy the Flannel we sell for 12 l-2c,
Sold

everywhere

at 16c.

PILLOW SHAMS!
Splendid styles

at 50c. per pair, advancing to
$2.00 per pair.
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LOW

FRESH, DESIRABLE GOODS

-in fact in every department of
prices been MARKED

stock have

DOWN,

and the crowds that visit

store is sufficient

ineness of this

testimony of the
unparalleled sale.

our

genu-

Special inducements held out to Jobbers, and an examination of our goods and prices solicited. We cannot guarantee to the trade duplicates of the goods advertised, and shall withdraw from this advertisement items as soon as sold. All orders by mail promptly attended to,
and at the present cheap rate of postage goods can be sent at a trifling expense.

GEORGE W. BURKETT,

83 Main Street,

City Block.

Ben

An Interesting Account!

He'd sail the seas and seize the sail,
And when he’d heave the lead
lie would be lead to heave, and pale
Throw up the sponge, most dead.

Hick.-, of Pleasant Valley, Dutchess
(Jo., v y the son of Mr. I*J. S. Hicks, whose name
may have appeared in this journal in connection
with an article similar to this, was, like his father,
afflicted with stone in the Bladder, only that his
case was more serious than his father’s.
On the
appearance of the disease the father advised the
son to write to Dr. David Kennedy, «>f Kondout, N.
y
who, he said, would tell him what to do. I >r. Kennedy replied, suggesting the use of “Kennedy’s Fa-

veil

which

all tho-e

as

to females.

disease- and weaknesses peculiar

“Dr. Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy” for

sale by all druggists.
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Dr. CLARK JOHNSON'S
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"Pis heaven alone that is given away.
Ti- onlv God mav be had for the asking.

Mai.k

Liver
PA,'»W,#'
diseases. Fenr A
I
Rhemna► ^ 1 <J a e

^

|| |J 81 Lu''
i/

,l >'";'•>//.

>»

e a r t
Disease,
Hiliotisiiess, Xerroas D< lylitij <{'•<•.

The Best

Remedy Known

to Man.

12,000,000 Bottles

[t

llow many lessons of faith and beauty we
should lose if there were no winter in our year!
[T. W. Higginson.
hook is the precious life-blood df a
spirit, embalmed and treasured tip on
purpose for a life beyond life.

Properties

It Stimulates the Ptyaline in the
converts the Starch and Sugar of

Saliva, which
the food into

A deficiency in Ptyaline causes Wind and
of the food In the stomach.
If the medicine is taken immediatel) after eating the fermentation of food is prevented,
it acts upon the Liver.
It acts upon the kidneys.
It Kegulates the Bowels.
It Purities the Blood.
It quiets the Nervous System.
It Promotes Digestion.
it Nourishes, Strengthens and Invigorates,
it carries off the Old Blood and makes new.
it opens the pores of the skin and induces Health)

glucose.
Souring

Perspiration.

It neutralize* the hereditary taint,
r poison in
tile hl'»"d, winch generate- ''••pd'ula. Lry>ip< ias,
and ail manner of
-kin disease- and internal
humors.
There are no -pint* employed in it* manufart
lire, and it can he taken hy the m *-t delicate babe,
or by the aged and feeble, care only briny required
in attention to dirat ions.
<

I»uek.*p<»rt. llaneoek < o.. Me.
Thi- i- to eertify that 1 had Chronic Diarrhoea for
and
have
u-ed till tin* medicine I have
fifty year.-,
heard recommended, tried all the doeiors within
v
thin miles, and paid out overtw o hundred dollar-,
all to no purpo-e.
1 procured from an agent. *ome
oi Dr. Clark Jolni-onV Indian Blood Syrup, and it
me
helped
immediately. The di>ease ha.- now entirely left me, and I eon-ider inv-clf well.
1 advise
all sufferer* to try it.
WILLI AM DKANT.
I Mv-don Mil!.-. Line m C«*.. Me.
I wa* troubled with I)y.-p--p-ia
ml Indigestion,
and failed to find relief until 1 in, l Dr.Clark John
son’- Indian Blood svrup, which groatlv hem-tit.-.1
.Miss M A HY T. <• K< >\ L>.
me.

't ork, York ( o., Me.
1 >r. Clark .Johnson’- Imliaii Blood syrup has greatme
for
of the
benefited
Dy.-pep-ia and
Nervous ’" stem. 1 would not ho w ithout it.
J. A. WITH A M.

iiillieuity

Bingham. Somor*et Co., Me.
have u*ed Dr. Clark Johnson’s

Indian Blood

syrup for Disease of the stomach and Liver, and
have been much benefited thereby.
Mli*. s.'KH HAUDSON.
Agents wanton r< r the *ale of the Indian Blood
s
vrup in every town or village, in w hich I have no
l y to
agent. Particular- given on application.

DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

Laboratory 11 West 3d St., N, Y. Oily,

B
A cold or sort- throat inav no; sr*em 1,0
amount to lmicli, and li promptly attend ’d
t" rail easily be curd; bm negF : i> oiren
fnllow d by couniiinption or diphtheria.
No medicine has ever b- en discovered which
acts so (jnii kly ;i ini surely in such cases ;is
I’KKKY DWIVPAl.V KILLKK. I he
prompt us*-* uf Ilus innr'iiao'-' niucny lias
Bayed thousands of lives.
I*EI<li Y
DAVIS’ I* MX KILLER 13
not ,.n i-v|i< rimi-ut.
Ii h:o been before the
ior
pnbiie
forty y<«is. and is mo.-t valued
uii'-re it is best k iown.'
A lew extraeis ir«>m voluntary testimonials
read as follows:
Pain Kili.eu has been my household remedy for
Ci-Mb ior the i list t'.vrntj .-run v- ars. and have
never known it to fail in efbVting a cure.—
L S Crocker. Wilbamsville. N. V.
For thirty year- I have used Pain Killer, and
found it a uever-faiLntr remedy for colds and sure
throat.—BaRton Sks.man.
Have received inn :• diate relief from colds and
pore throat, and con-uler y-mr Pain Killer ..a
hi valuable remedy.—C4e< ». lj. Everett, Diekii.
N. Y.
I have .lust recovered from a very revere
1.
which I have had fsome time.
I
..!.••
relief until I tried your Pain Kili.i.i:.
relieved me immeiliafe.lv. I will never uga.:.
without it. —C. O. Force. Lowndes, <4
Have used Pain Killer in ms lannly for f -*
and hast- never known it to fail.' it vn-< ■>
.ewis, Wayneslioro, Ga.
-.
I began using Pain Killer in my family tw.
five years ago and have used it< \' .-im
i.-i
o
found no medicine to take its place.- Li. \Y. bv: it.
Druggist, Oneida. N. Y.
f or whooping-cough and croup it Is the b--t
preparation made. \\ o would not be without it.—
A JP. Hol ts, Liberty Mills, Ya.
For twenty-live years I have used Pain Kit.i i.u
for colds and chapped lips, and< onsidi it t!
1 --t
medicine ever offered -Geo Hooper, V- iinm at n.
N. C.
T was suffering sev< rely with bronchitis.
my
throat waa so inflamed ] coual scarcely v allow
any food. I was advised to try your Paix I\
r,
and after taking a few doses wa.- completely
curl'd.—T. W11.kinson.
1 >r. Walton writes from Coshocton Your V*. :n
Kii-ler cures diphtheria and sore throat so alarmingly prevalent here, and lias not I • en kno-.Mi to
fail m a single instance. This fact you should
make known to the world.
Mrs. Ellen L. M v on writ- s: M y sen was taken
violently s;ck with diphtheria, high fever, and cold
chills. So many children have died here, 1 was
ufra;d to call a physician, and itied jour Pain*
Killer.
He was taken on Sunday, and on
Wednesday his throat was clear. It was a won-'
derful cure, an-1 I wish it could bo known to the
poor mothers who are losing so many children.
For Chills and Fever PAIX’ KILLER has
no cqu iL
It cun*- when everything else fails.
b'-in\s ar*’ 11itcii dangerous.
A bottle of
P ain K ilu:r4ii the house Is a safeguard that
no family should be without.
Ail druggists sell it at *-J3c., 30c., and $1.00
per bottle.
..

>

tears,

PERRY DAMS & SON, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.
Iyr25

Folks as have no mind to be o' use have
allays the luck to be out o' the road when there's
anything to be done. [George Eliot.
i suppov all phrases of mere compliment
have their turn to lie true. A mail is occasionally grateful when lie savs ■•thank you." [Gcoirge
Eliot.
very wise man that believed that if
permitted to make all the hall ids
la need not care who should make the law s of
a nation.

a

1 knew

a

man w

ere

done in ilie family, for
Many
things
which moods are put forw ard as the excuse,
when the moods themselves are the most inexcusable tilings of all. A man or woman in
tolerable health lias no moral right to indu go
in an unpleasant mood.
[.I, G. Holland.

gkkkn's Eakckk IIistuky ok tiik Km;(inc of the most briliiilnt ami
i.ish 1’i oi'i.K.
thoroughly valuable historical works which
have appeared in many years is Green's "Larger
History of tin' English People." Fairly ranking with Macaulay's great work in the absorbing interest of it' narrative, it excels that in its
adaptation to popular needs, in that it covers
the cut in period of English history, from the
earliest to modern times, instead of a brief portion a- does Macaulay,
it richly deserves a
pi ace in the homes of the masses’, and we are
glad to note that it is now placed within tlifir
reach, being reduced in price from the ?10lon
for the four volume edition of the Harpers to as
low a- fm -ents for one edition just being issued
by The Useful Knowledge Publishing ( o.. i|02
William Street. New York. They are publishing it in several styles, as follows: In five
volumes Elzevir edition.
Utility binding. Id
cents, doth 30 cents, half Russia. 40 cents per
volume, (postagefive to seven cents per voltn le
extra), and a Model Octavo edition, in one volume
Utility binding, fill cents, cloth. Ud cent',
half Russia. Ml cents, (by mail Id cents extra l.
Numerous other standard works will rapidly
follow the publication of this, of which catalogue- will be sent free on request. This house
sells only to buvers direct : no discounts from
their wonderfully low prices being possible to
Booksellers and Agents.
I.i 11 ki.i.'s i.ivi.m; Aiik.
The numbers of
The Living Age for March 4th and lltli contain Ancient Animals in South America, and
The Life of Mr. Uobden. Edinburgh: The Babvlonian account of the Deluge, Nineteenth Century : Bishop Thirl wall'- Letters. Blackwood;
Dr. Sheridan. Frazer: A Seventeenth Century
Worthy -Sir Simon Harcourt, Macmillan; Tie
Authoress of Auid Robin Gray'" and Marie tl e
Frenchc Queue, Temple liar: Some Old C'om.‘dies, Belgravia; The Channel Tunnel, Spectator: A Bear Festival among the Ainos, Nature :
and in the way of fiction "Let Nobody Pass
"Lord of all." and instalments of "The Ere re.
and "Robin." with the usual amount of poetry.
[Littell A Co., publishers, Boston.
••

N( ITK.S.

The March number of the Oriental Casket, cf
hich Emerson Bennett, the well-know n story
riter, i- editor, contains a continuation of the
-erial and short stories and sketches of interest.
L. Eum Smith, publishers, 1112 Arch street.
w
w

Philadelphia.

Potter's American Monthly for April will
contain a
very interesting article on the lath
President Garfield, and among the illustrations
which will accompany the article will be superior engravings of Gen. Garfield and wife and
the General's mother.
We have before noticed the Elzevir edition
of Rip Van Winkle and other sketches, issued
by the Useful Knowledge Publishing Co., bound
in doth for the surprisingly low price of 2.f>
cents by mail. They have since issued a redline edition, gill-edged, with richly ornamented
covers, and send it by mail for 40 cents.
Peterson's .Magazine, "the ladies favorite"
leads tin- van as usual. The April number was
out last week.
Among other costly embellishments. it has a colored pattern for a table cover
which the ladies will consider as alone worth
tin- price of the number. The steel engraving
and the double-sized colored fashion plate, are
also exceptionally fine. There are some fifty
illustrations for the fashions and for the worktable. giving the latest styles and patterns for
both. Tile stories, as heretofore, are of the
best. (has..). Peterson, publisher, 300 Chestnut street. Philadelphia.
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BLOOD,
BRAIN and
NERVE

-F-O-O-B-

CAREFULLY PREPARED,
THOROUGHLY TESTED,
ACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE.
The Phosphates of the Wheat are its most
valuable food property, and are, when properly prepared, the most acceptable nutriment

with which to build up the system.
The Bloed, Brain and Nerves are the forces
which bear the strain of every day work and
life, and in order to save sickness it is wise to
BUILD FOR HEALTH.
Wheat Bitters are prepared, not by fermentation but by solution and are richest in the
Phosphates, while the starch and impure matter are eliminated. These make in themselves a basis, to which is added the best and
choicest medicinal qualities, necessary to
make it a tonic and hitter. It is at once healthful, pleasant to the taste and must not be confounded with the thousand and one cheap
alcoholic bitters which are sold as cure-alls.
Medicine is doubly effective when used with
food, so as to nourish while it corrects.
Sold by druggists, 91.00 per bottle.
WHEAT BITTERS CO., M’frs. N. Y.

"■

Announce

lifting their mortgages, our working men
building homes, our people were never so
well off or so hopeful. We have rallied, in part,
from misgovernment and fus.onisnt, and next

are

fall this cruel war will be over. With a strong
Republican administration and a thoroughgoing
consistent policy of "economy and reform,1'
based not on the dissemination of corn shellers
and scythe sharpeners, but on solid principles
of sound money and protection to American
industry—we may look to see the Itirigo State
entering on an era of material prosperity which
not even the misguided exhortations of'
Deniojeratic editors can overthrow.
fun at our

Rev. Henry Highland Harnett I’nited States
minister to Liberia is dead.
Less than one per cent of the sugar manufactured in the world is made from the sugar ma-

ple.

percent of forest is considered the ties
for the most beneficial effects on cli

proportion
mate.

The Iowa House passed tile prohihitioi
amendment March 10, (14 to go, and it now goes
to the people.
The annual consumption of tea per capita in
the I’nited States is 1.44 pounds, while that of
coffee is S.89 pounds.
The Hudson is
open, and the passenger and
freight transportation companies are preparing
for a

busy spring

the

to

that

public

greatest

^ing

Great Sale

is well. y. •, 1 address for pamphlet
1 till directions j'->r euro of
pulmonary diseases.
Price 33 cts.. 30 cts., and $1.00 per bottle
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
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Kidney

FOR THE

and summer season.

Astronomer Proctor denies that he predicted
the end of the world ill 1K97. He thinks it morel
likely to last 15,000,000 than only 15 years.
From figures presented to the War
ment it would appear that the number of
persons left destitute by the
Mississippi River floods
is nearly fifty thousand.

nent

And will continue units further
notice.
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profession.

once.

d i> and Kridav trips for Liven’.Landing, Bluebill and Klisworth.
At Bar Harbor w ith -(earner
tor L.mmine and >ulii\ an. \t Sedgvviek with stage
for Plii’ll.
(■"Win., AT >t
\t Roeklaml M< nday-and Tliurs
da\
with
nil-ad >.'-.«<».!!■ an Bangor and Rive;
Landings fur Portland.
K. (TsHIMi, (iencral
Manager
-TLo. L. I>A5 (iencral Ticket Agent, Portland.

Maine Central R. R,

Manufacturing Chemists,

TISV3E-TABLE.

N**w York.

SURE REMEDY AT 5.AST.

On and aftt r Moiiduj, Dec.
.tin
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iun ;t.~
djt. 1^^!,

Trace g.Vts.

MEAD’S Medicated CORN and BUNION PIASTER
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itki»

nor

M S

III.,
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lirlfuHt
t
Brooks 7. i*\

.ini.

Knox

i.J7, Thorndike 7.■>!, I’nity >.ij, Leonard's
(.'V"s>iny '•.'-‘J, arriving at Burnham :it
m.

PROBATE NOTICES
T<> the Honorable
of Waldo:

Judge

of Probate for ;lie (dmitv

rrilK undersigned. (ATHEKINE W. PR EX < ITT
of North},ort, in said Countv of Waldo, re
i
-peetfullv represents that -hei- seized a- uranic. ..i
A I > I >1 E I HILLs. LIZZIE M. 1111. L>. Elf A N K
UN R. I'REX (T'T and ( I AKA J.DKKENEAW.
heirs in the real estate whereof JOEL PI*Ex < * i i\

wash off.

late of

Northport,

in -aid

(

omitv, died .-/w.d

possessed, wliose estate i- in a * -nr-, of settlement
in tic Court of Probate for -aid < ounf\
that lu
portion of tin* same i- two-third-, whb h -he i- d.-irons of holding and
--ing in .-everaltv -la

m

Belt’ i.M at 1 7>o j>. m., ( ity Point -J..Y7. Wai io
Knox J..r>l, Thorndike t.od, t nits
I-. Brook.-,
Leonard
(
arris inir :•.! Burnham
-.-.-is»^r 4.
at 1.17) ji. m.
Returning-- Leave Burnham at s..v, a. m.. Le-e.
ard's Crossing !M>7, I 'nit v
Thom like, :e p.
Kno\ !t. p, Br. ..ks in.1.5, \VaMo lo.j;,. < j;v p,.iM
KUn. arris imr at Belfast at ln.7,n a. m.
L' .as
Burnham at a.-'."i p. m., Leonard’s ( t •-s-inr
7.
'•••• 1
T!:
iike,
Kinx, Vd, Hr k
’. < its J' int 0. j,;, arris imr at B<
t
PUsON T( • KEK, superintendent.
I- a*.
I>e
1»1
4,
1
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therefore prays that your Honor will issue a urn.rrant to suitable
authorizing them in make
a division of .-aid c-tate, and -,t .»|V \<>
h heir r
devisee, and all holding under them, her portion I
the -ame.
CATHERINE W. PR Lx >TT
Mareh, 14, 1 ss*2.

STATE OF MAINE. WALDO SS.
PlJon v 11;. March T. rni, A. 1>. 1
2.
Cpon
foregoing petition, ordered, that .-aid
petitioner give public notice to all p< i>«u»> inter, -t
e l.
by causing a copy of the petition and this order
thereon to be published three weeks succes-dvelv
in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper printed at
Belfast, in -aid C«uintv that they m.a> appear a; a
Court of Probate for ^aid Comity. t- ’he held al the
Probate < Uliee in -aid Belfa-t, on the -eeond Tue
day of April next, at ten of the 'dock in the 1 r
noon, and -how cause, if unv thev have, whv tin
prayer of said petitioner should m*»t in granted.
JAM IX I>. I.AM-* iN, J u u
A true opv. Attest
A. A. Eu:ivui.i{, Re_d-t* r.

R. H. EDDY,

< <>i

tor

or

obtaining

Patents or a$< rtoining the
in rent ions
IP II LI >I>^ solicit.n of Patents.
l'l MON I u.s.

At a Probate (< airt.held at
the Countv of Waldo, on
March, A.' I). ISs-J

ill \s mason,
Coinmissiom-r ol Patents.

B*dfa.-t, within ai.d for
the second Tin -da\ <■!

GEO. E JOHNSON.

§. W. ROGERS
JOHfsStuft & ROGERS,

Attorneys

MAINE.

:

ut;

C, C. KILGORE, svi.
Offief mcr II. II. JiiliiiMin A Co.'s Mure,

HIGH STREET, BELFAST. MAINE.
Msbt call" answered from (lie office. i'.i

I*

and favorable consideration at the Pabnl of.
KD.MIM) Pd UKK,
Late Commissioner of Patents.

L aw,

at

BELFAST.

A AC E. HATCH and CRI All T. ROWE.Ex.cutors of the estate of LEANl'EK J. HAT ( IE
t it** of Morrill, in -aid ( ounty of Wald".
d.
ha\ ing presented their -eeoml and final ;n ..o,
f. r
allowance.
(Jrdered, That the -aid Execute giv. ma ;
to all
persons intereste*! by causing a e**}e, of this order
to be published three week.- succe-.-i’velv in tlie R,
publican Journal priute*! at Belfa-t, that thev ma\
appear at a Probat*- Court, to be held at Beifa-t,
within and for -aid ( .unit}, on the -eeond Tues*ia;.
of April next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and slew nu-e, if any they have, why the -ame
should m>t be allowed.
JAMES I>. LAMPIN’, Judg,
A true i-up
Atle.-t :
A. A. Fl.KTClIKK, Kcgistei

employ a person more trustcapable of securing for them an

cannot

more

—

No. 1, liuraden Block, Belfast, Me.
Has in., pre-idt d a er the Probate and 11• d\ ent
s»urt for tin past f
years ! fe» 1 that lean ren h r
valuaMe enun-ad and serv je.- t-» all per-, u; ha s
injr
matters in said Court.
it
Belfast, Jan. 17, P>1-a

(

the

No. 7H State St., opposite Kill)). Hostoii,
Secures Patents in the I'nited States: also in Croat
Uritain, Prance and other foreign countries. ('opies
«»f the claim.- ol' any Patent furni>hed 1 v
remitting
one dollar.
Assi^ntnei t- recorded at Wa-hineton.
Xo Agencg in the fait*// Stirfcs possesses superior

facilities

KT Oi

& Counsellor at Law,

Ally.

<

PATENTS.

HERSEyT

PHILO

per-oii-

|yg«l

Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.

C.

P.

LOMBARD,

..

lb iston, < )ctober P.», lsTO.
IP H. KlM»V, Ksi|.
I tear sir : You procured for
me, in lslii, my tir.-t patent
since then \ on have
acted for and advised me in hundreds of r’a.-e<, and
procured many patents, reissue- and extension-. I
have occasionally employed the he-t air<M,«-ie- in
New ^ ork. Philadelphia and Wa-liitmton, but 1 -till
tfive you almost t in whole of my bti-ines-, in your
line, ate' advise other- to employ you.
Yours truly,
OLOIU.L DUAPK1P

51.•
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HILLandDRILL

without
circular

PHOSPHATE
SEND FOR PAMPHLET.

LAW NOTICE.

This is

superphosphate, and
in the lull «>r drill
i1r ;r.rh nr ?n7/io'/Mnanuro.
and will produce a much earlier and largi r i1
civo.
In the Report d'tin* Mass, luspei tnr
nf l ortili/.ers. its
death n is from £;> to
Eloper ton higher than other I'imsphates
which Sell at tin.* same prie*
Th past
year over UOOO tons were s*.id against 100 ;'
inns three years ago. Fdmwing that it is i
liked hy the*farmers. If there is no local
agent licar you, scuil to us.

\i..
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1
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We don’t throw out

■M

a tew

C3
a

E
>»

Articles

Leading

CO
C
<3
O
c
(3

At

a

price,

o

5 l-2c.

Only

AS A BAIT!

LYDIA E. PINKHANI’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

but

have

we

Tlx

Sail,

oito.si

AMERICAN
ht f

Our store is not filled with

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, is always permanently cured 1 y itj me.
It will at all times and under all circumstances act in
harmony with the laws that govern the female systc in.
Forthocureof Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Coinpound is unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. PIN KII YM’8 VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottle sCor $5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. I’inkhain
freoly answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention this 7‘aj>er.

have

jobof

ber that takes this

class

merchandise

accumu-

it

as

lates, therefore

we

offer you

——AT

AN——

Immense Sacrifice!
We cannot enumerate

goods

Bulbs,
and

Ornamental

quote prices, but you can
impress this upon your minds,

or

shall

we

advertised in this paper,

goods
even

if

they are $1 bills at 50
We only ask every one

Vitalizes and Enriches the RJood, Tones

cents.

t:i> (ho

f y; tem. Maker, the Weal:
Strbng, Builds ui> the Brokcx:down
Invigorates tlio

in

Brain, and

Dry

Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, General Debility, Neuralgia, Fever
and Ague, Paralysis, Chronic
Diarrhoea, Boils, Dropsy,
Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent

of

want

and

ANYTHING

that

under the

comes

■—-CURES--

have all the

always

a

('

.Lilies, Hoses, Plants, Garden
trated. Over 100 pages.

ROCHESTER,N.Y.

niHE.

179-183 East Main St.

Having been unexpectedly called upon
take charge of the above hotel, I liope
I In* assistance <*f MB. KDMABDS, the
i^«Hf5n"ilh
former clerk, to maintain the uoo« | rep tit aLLSJLBlion In relofore formed 1»v the late landlord. MH. WILL H. HOLMKS, who has taken up his
!V>i«!enee in It*
kland.
H. N. LANTASTEH,
American Hotel. Belfast, Me.
i.w lo

heading
Fancy Goods, to call

and
see

of

NEW ENGLAND HOUSE.
Tii.- subscriber announces Unit lie bus
ased the NVu Knghmd House, in this
cits and will lake charge of the same on
i l fi* i»41. IIKC
II. The house
will l*e thoroughly renovated and put in
lir.-t-cl.-i-- condition. Spc< ial attention will be given
b

people attending

the s. .1. Court. Further particulars will be announced hereafter.
( HAS. Jl. CKOSBY.
Belfast, 1 >•-!". •_'<), 1 ss 1.—11f

JOHV ATWOOD &
.XU

Valuable

CO.,

Hercbanls,

llKAI.EKS IN

Hay, 1‘utaliM-N, Onions, Apples, Beans, Butter,
Cheese, Eggs, IVullry, t.ame, Salmon, Fresh

Hater Fish of all hinds, Ac. All kinds
Barrel Heading.
110 South Market St., Boston, Mass.
Shipments paid for soon ns sold. Any information given ns to markets, &r.
iinid*

where

SECURE A

Fever, and

it

will THIS

QUICK

SALE.

T. W. Pitcher &

Properl) for Sale.

Co.,

Belfast,

March

b,

IT
on

KMI'K. The owner can have
KKV. <J. K. UBBY.

lxs-i.—10

Farm for Sale.

Belfast,

■

laine.

The .luHN I’HILBKOOK farm in
Ihist Knox. Knquire of
NV. K. MOUlijON,
Belfast, Me.

Ibtf

All persons indebted to

please

|

RUBBER COATED SCYTHES.
ately,
i

j

as we must close all ac-

counts
firm.

to

and

against

this
r>

SEAMEN WANTED.

us

call and settle immedi-

Krl,

E It IN I >i:e d s e a m en w a NTEDIN
for roasting.
Apply to
•liilIN s.

ON land

KANLETT, Shipping

Roeklaiid, Aug 80, 1*31.-30

3utier Color. First
Bi.vll

lit JCK
Agent.

Qualify.

FRED ATWOOD, Wlntcrport, Me.

11,1. lie

kept

premises of the subscribe!-.
Brooks, tor service tills season, .Jersey bull
UK 1*1*0 (No. iiiji; Me, state Jersey herd -book.)
Bred tav Deo. Blanchard A Bro., Climb. ( tr., llroiidmoor Farm.
Sire, “Coronas," dam, “Bessie Fuller." Sire and dam are from the best milk and butter strains of blood.
Beppo has very velhov skin
and ear, remarkable line milk
points', and pood
escutcheon. A very superior bull. Holstein Imlt
TODi S, from Togas farm, Soldier’s Home, near
Augusta. Bred by lien. Win. S. Tilton; sire“Zaandain," imported; dam cow Number Twelve, by
“Denmark,” imported; gr. dam by imp. •■IMeon.'"
Togas is black and white, tinelv marked, pood 'stock
and milk {mints.
The Holstein combine the good
qualities of the Shorthorn and Ayrshire in a great
degree. Terms—Beppo, 81: Tog'us, 7b et>
Cows
sold or unrelm-nei! considered with calf. Bills
pay.
able Jan. 1, lss:i,
lltf
,i. w. ]. \nd
Dll

the

< •>!>.>

«*<>

»»

at

A CO

\H iT!l>V

j .(

I’hlladi

lphtu.

^

*•

the second Tm

TARTLJIMG
DISCOVERY !

d

m

LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.
victim '-f
'11111':’ inu>rmh-i;rr <\umin_r Prmna
LI >•••• iv. Nvt
is Debil
Man!.. fit*
11;ivin'_r ti-i• ■'! iii iLi i-\ >t> kn »u n r«-uit*> 1 \ ha- ii
id l'KKK.
covin'! n -implv -o-lt' curc. w ii-cli b• w ill
•! I
hi- tcllnu 'U HVivr>,
.1. II IIKKVKS. I :S
hut hum Si., N.
\

•-*

iun*

-<

>

\.Ml LL

W.M. J. HIM I >1

I’l.

I.ITT U.

BOSTON

LEAD

(ulir... 21 tin.I ■->>;

t

iliv.-i
\M>

illltoliKHS

l:.

i-i.

itva-

CO.

MFC.

-tI

-tun, Mils-.

II 111 H>

MAM I' ll

BRAND-

STAR

‘BOSTON

At a Probate Court, held at IClla-t, Within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tu.-sdav of
March, A. I). lss-2.

PUKE WHITE LEAD.

RANK, widow of AMOS LANE, late of
Eranklort, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented her petition for an allow am e out

LEAD

H1 1

personal

l.L AD

>

PIPE

>

LI 111 \K -I.

LEAD.

SHEET

1‘IPK, PL ML-. SuLDKiLA.
t.OLD MLPVL awariif i !•> the Mu--aenu-. td
dm1. tritrii'lr M.-.-l inir*-, A«-iati-m in 1--L

<

im
TRARP

si»! < j Fir

'.s

y%

v

iik

r.

TRADE MARK

i,

mai5w

i*: n
I'll
I £ I 'n
l'V.
\a unfa;!ina iii:v fur >i■!11
iiiai
w-ikii- —,
-1m' mil t«MT)i- a,
I iiip' iti'iii'N ,an«iaii
! *i-«■;i- that f. 11"’.V a- a >ri jUi'IH'i
ut >rlf-A i-u-r :
..

1

1

>

1

\\ 1

&

TIN ami TIN LIN KB

1.

\!,

1

s

11.i ir\

:
i l
AFTER TAIUNC.
liack, 1 »imne-- of Vision, 1’ivma
tin* DM A
and mail} other 1 >i-eases tliat lead to
1 n-anil y or ron-umption and a 1’nanat tire ira\»
if’Full particular- in our pamphlet, whieh we
de-ire |o -end t ree hy mail to every one.
-The
>
it .•?! per
pee i tie Ah-tieine i -old 1 > all drucE-t
package, or -i\ packages lor $.*>, or will he sent tree

BEFORETAKiJiS.i
ml*-. I’..:

--

.nil!’1

the reei ipt of mone\, hv addre--imr
Till tilt A\ MKDK INK CO., Butttilo. V
-Sold in llel fa-t, h\ \l II. M neiu
I\d

mail

e

^

restorative

i»nl>

l\)

M-

minor.

;»o. t».

Belfast, within and Pu-

Ordered,

on'good

principle, supplying nature with
just the assistance required to heal and restore the
diseased Lungs. A. IL Wiujok, Boston, proprietor. Sold by all druggists.
Jwll
a

Wanted for Suiiivan-s

Thus. Pimut O’t

NrATll

of the

PURE COD LIVER
^OIL AND LIME.^i

W

i wahraatone bottle a perfect
(THE fur nil the worst forms of PILES. •> to 4 in
all the worst eases of l.EPHOSY, St ROFl'I.A,
t*siii;iAsi>,( am 1:1;, i;i ze.ma.sai.t riikum,
HIIFTM A riSM, KIDNEYS, DYSPEPSI A, ( A
TAKHD.and all diseases of the SKIN and BLOOI).
£1 a led tie. -"Id everywhere. Send fur 22 page,
pamphlets free, showing its wonderful eures. It.
1). FOWLE. ( demist, II Central Wharf, Boston.
Sent h. Express.
26teow2(>

\ >I1.\KKI IU
lY it bv calling

BLUE STORE.

lyreow48

on

NYTH

Wilbur’s Cod-Liver Oil and Lime. The friends
persons who have been restored from confirmed
Consumption by the use of this original preparation, and the grateful parties themselves, have, by
recommending it and acknowledging its wonderful
etlicaey, given the article a vast popularity in N w
England. The Cod-Liver nil is in tins combination
robbed of its unpleasant taste, and rendered doubl\
effective in being coupled with tin- Linn which is

I v*

( <»..
B-'-fon.
«It. t Ml.

^

SARAH

<»1

a.
<

Agents

oi

THE BIN GEE

CONARD COE
HEALTHd l. IV EU-I3LOOMlXi'

^ FDO SS
In Court of Probate, lc. :■! it I
\\T
▼ ?
fast, on the second '1 ■.< lax of March, l
NATHANIEL H. HUBBARD, Ydministrah r
the estate of JOHN sTE\ EN \ ialc.-t Bel I a "t. in
said Count}', deceased, bavina pre"cntcd hi" lii "i
account of administration of -aid estate for allow
—

j

ance.

Strong p. l ri*mts, foi

■

Ordered.

That notice thereof he given, three
ill the Republican Journal,
in
printed
Belfast, in said ( ounts that all iH-r-o,,interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Bellas!, on the second Tuesda\ of
April
next, and show cause, if anv they have, win the
said account should not be allowed.
JAMEs 1). l.AMsov Judge.
A true copy. Yttest:—A. A. Fi.kh m.w,
Register.
weeks

successively,

immediate

WE GIVE AWAYStei??;
lies
than most

more

s
establishments crow. an t my
■ne-'m makine a slTH \1. Busines*
(>\-r.»<> lmrcr Mouse*, >r lto>e- done.
'.lav (uiidc, a 'ini'
/»*#*jv,7U pp.»
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only
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TME DsNCEE & CONARD CO.
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FERTILIZERS !
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sim

me

for KKKTIU/.KKS
l.'lws

Iml'mv

ITh

t !.<■ si::.
s
■'
del

b>

on- 1
y ,;ir

NOTflCE.
KEEP FOR SERYK E THE TIIOR
ouglibred short horn bull Nl( AToR _M. for the
season of lsS2, at my stable in Frankfort.
Terms
to warrant, $l.nu. Thoroughbred cows, s', tie.
E ( ,'\VE>r.
Frankfort, March 7, INST—.Twin*
SHALE
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FURNACE FOR SALE.
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SECOND HAND Fl'HN ACE, *<■.., I mnk.- ami
in complete order, will be soii'l cheap. Apply
JOHN B. NVADIJN, Main Street

■

o
atiinala'
Hop Btteis.
»ii'i
‘tmr
If yotii.M >
dis'M, i;oii
uissip

wheiu
that.

A
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FUED ATWOOD, Wintcrport, Mo

I

t,i<*.

1 v
il Vi red s:;t
post-paid to all points

;

B

FOUND.

SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, 86
Harrison Avenue, Boston. Sold by all Druggists.

held at

AN P BE \N, named Event
m
tain instrument purporting t* he the la-i
will and testament of ANDREW .J. ERoiiOv K.
late ..f Belmont, in -aid C unity .<f Waldo, d'-.a-a
having presented the same f m Probate.
Ordered, That tin- said Executor give notice t<all persons imere.-ted by causing a opy *>f (hi- older to be pubiisln-d three weeks -ure.-.--ivclv in th.Republican Journal printed at U.ltaX, that thev
may appear at a Probate Court, to be lend at Bel
tax, within and for said Countv, on tin- -eeond
Tuesday of \pril next, at ten of the dock before
noon, and -how cause, if any they have, why the
-ame should not be proved,
approved and allowed.
JAMES D. LA Mst »N. Judge.
A true
>py. Attest —A. A Flkivhkk, Register.

BLOOD WILL TELL !'

SACRIFICE must be made to

Supplies the blood with its Vital Principle, or
Life Element, IKON, infusing Strength,
Vieor and Netv Life into all parts cf the system.
BEING FREE FROM ALCOHOL, its energizing effects are net followed by corresponding reaction, but are permanent.

Prohate Com-

a

if WE MEAN WHAT WE

Strike

PERUVIAN SYRUP

Address

CHICAGO,ill

&
200-206 Randolph St

WILBOES COMPOUND OF

|*i lu. i:
t i I« li ,V

\\i

I«w»aa«naM

published
Republican

itself

I'

Boston,

hy pennP'don

rent-es.

■

estate of said deceased.
That the said Petitioner give noth <•
to all persons interested by
situated at sot n bi{ooKstrmicausing a copy of thi~
three weeks sue<v>si\. iv
sisting of a story and a half house, I order to be
in the
with ell, extension and >t«»rc all
Journal, printed at Belfast, that
.connected, new, thoroughly built,
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be hold
furnished and painted.good cellar at Belfast, within and for said Countv. on the
and tine shade trees, two acre* of nice land about
ond Tuesday ol April next, at ten
the clock !•»■lore lioon, and Show cause, it anv ttu \ ha\e. win
buildings, 125 apple trees, grape vines, ,V«
stable
thoroughly linished and painted, .‘kix4o, exten.-d-n the same should not lie granted.
on north side 15 feet wide, storage shed lix.Sil; wa
JAMEs D. I.AMson. Judge
ter in both house and stable, stable has basement
A true copy. AttestA. A. Fij:t<hki{, k --tei
and cupola with vane and cardinal points. A very
attractive stand on a good road, 2u rod* from p>~f
Vt a Probate ( ourt held at Belfast, within and for
oilice, stores and school hou.*c.
\ business centre,
the C ounty of Waldo, on the "temd Tm-da
-t
s miles from Belfast, 1 »2 miles from brooks
village.
March. A. D. 1
Good place for trade or manufacture. Would make
W P. BEAN, named lav«•• ijr<.r ii,
a good country residence fora professional or bu.*iiicss man.
tain instrument purporting to m- the l-:- : w :
Also thirty-live acres of good land, one
third mile from buildings, lays
road, di- and testament ot JANE 11. 11 A\Y E>, tab n s......
vivided into Held and
mont, in said Count} of Waldo, dceeu"< d, ha\iiu
cuts id tons of hav,
will be sold with the above or
separately. ( an be presented the same for Probate.
seen anv time.
Call on or address
Ordered, That the said Executor give notice
to all persons interested by causing a
Seowtf
J. B WATT*, So. brook.*. Me.
eop\ of
this order to be published three week" "iircesMveh
in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate ( ourt, to be lu-ld at
Belfast, within and for said (. ounty, on the
md
r
Tuesday of April next, at ten of the clock irfoiv
noon, and show cause, if am they have. \vh\ the
"ame should not be proved, approved and aih*w
I.
J AMES I). l.A.MX >N. .1 udae.
A true copy. Attest
A. V.Fi.ktc iikk, Register.

SAY.

ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN A BAD STATE
OF THE DLOOD, OR ACCOMPANIED BY
DEBILITY OR A LOW STATE
OF THE SYSTEM.

illus-

VI w 8

;<>

Prcinse Commission

Grasses,

Immortelles, Gladiolus,

Implements. Beautifully

Actire and reliable men to trace/
and solicit onhrs for XIUS Ii It 1'
STOCK.
Aitdress. stating age.
fact ions occnjiatitni and names as
S. T. CAXXOX.
references.
Augusta, Maine.

b»

f

Garden

pasture’,

lyrlO

!

a

over

American Hotel.

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKTIAM’S
LIVER PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousness
milt torpidity of the liver.
25 cents per box.
Sold l»v ull Druggists.

..

FKKK their Cata-

Field and

WANTED.

the

Latest M Clioicest (Ms

Flower,

SON,

rem-

a

Will mail

HOUSE.

ness

nants, shop-worn and unsalewe

AGESST,

MAINE.

logue for ISS'i, containing
full descriptive Price List

n: thi:

Possession ^iven the tirst of March.

as

j

tin: « uintv of Waldo.
March, X.’ 1>. 1-.-2

at

Kel•Ml. \s

Merchants,

Market street.

south

s

9

LET!
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Positive Cure

locommoD to our best female population.
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female Complaints, all ovarian t roubles, Inflammation and Flcera
tion, Falling and Displacements, and the consequent
Spinal Weakness, and is particularly adapted to the
Change of Life.
It will dissolvo and expel tumors from the uterus in
an early stage of development.
The tendency to cancerous humors there is clu < ked very speedily by its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, ble> piessness Depression and Indi-
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.Ma<*hia.-port.
Returning, w ill leave Maehiasport e\erv Manila)
and lliursda) morning, at 4.JO o'clock, t.hing
as abu\e, arriving in Portland sarinevening', eonne-ding with the Pullman night train for lio.-tun.
Connects at Rockland with Sanford >. s Co.
-teaniers each trip for Belfast, Bangor and River
Lauding-, a!-o w ith steamer on Monday, W't-dne-

Third.
the only plasters that relieve

are

HA-.

Harbor, (Mt. Desert,; Millbridge. Jonesport, and

5EABURY & JOHNSON,

—

PiNKHAM, OF LYHH, MASS.

1’rlcos on aimllcatiou.
FRED ATWOOD, Wlnterport, Me.
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Copyrighted.

>teamer I. E \\ l .% T O J%'
1 > 1 l-KINt,. > 1; 11 r, will lea\o
Railroad Wharf, P< inland. e\cry
Tiicsda) a rid Friat
11.15
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da)
o'clock, r on arrival of
Pullman i-\pres- train from llo-ton, t,-r lioeklaml,
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. \V, -t Harbor, Bar

WHISKERS.

color which will neither rub

“Inventors

diseases.

Temper Not Marled by Polishing, Oil Tempered, New Process.

at

Massachusetts,

Tins elegant preparation may be relied on to
change the color of the beard from gray or anv
other undesirable shade, to brown or black, at discretion.
It is easily applied, being in one preparation, and quickly and effectually product- a oenna-

worthy

lyrT

for all Ibose Painful

recognized by

so

Buckingham’s Dye,

COMMENCES

<

a

The

lA-tv-v

1 nut)

ticial intercourse.”

closing

Is

State A-saver of

“I regard Mr. Kddy tis one of the must capable amt
successful practitioners with \vh‘»m I have had of

It is seldom

,13. LYDIA E.

Hayes,

Mt. Insert, Rockland. (.’astine.Millbri<fsrp i Macliias

Benson’s Capcine Parous Plaster'

says of it: “I consider it the beat preparation fo
ts intended purposes.”

TIPS

Weakness, and relieve all
and

and clean.

properties it restores the capillary
glands t“ their normal vigor, preventing baldness,
and making the hair grow thick and ,-trong.
As a dressing nothing has been found so effectual,
or desirable.

patent abilit // of

Stock

becomes white

use

Macliias iteaniDoai no.

-FOR-

Fourth*
Because they will positively cure diseases which
other remedies will not even relieve.
Fifth.
Because over £000 physicians and druggists hav«
voluntarily testified that they are superior to ali
other plasters or medicines for external use,
Si xth*
Because the manufacturers have received tin
medals
ever
uuly
given for porous plasters.

as

tonic,

H

pei-feet

a

-I

or faded hair to its youthful color.
eruptions, itching and dandruff,

all

and tlie scalp by its

®|

a|jrf.54v’HDpa|SS»y>□
S

gray

removes

lvr4D

T>

as

ever.

fj§ HENRY, JOHNSON & LORD, Props., Burlington, Vt. ®
DOWNS’ elixulbIbH

-O !•’-

wonderful and satisfactory

are

and

Because they

pain

care.

Its effects

patient®!
giving^B

government!

pokes

^B
^9

^Bstinn

With our lumber, our hay, our potatoes, our
summer resorts (not to mention spruce gum}
the future of Maine, under good
cannot be doubtful. Our people annually are
waking up to the importance of encouraging
and protecting home industry. Our farmers

Thirty

and relieves the C"-.gh and makes
ing easy. It supports the strength and at the
time r*-iu.-cs the Ihvcr.
Jt is free from
’r'
ng opiate and ast ring, ut articles, which are
raofsodrvii.gai.ah.re as to bo in great danger of ^B
g® destreo ing the patient; whereas tliis medicine W&
in v. r dries or stops the cu;;gh, but, by
remov-^B
the r\i>p, i-vm-rally d< -troys the hectic®
i>e!'.-re the comb is entirely gone. Conse-HI
utly, when the cough is cured the
tea

fol

Depart!

lyrteow

||
the breath-

lows—

A (Lilian illustrated paper
navy.

them^B
|H

It heals the ulcerated surfaces

The Lewiston Journal presents some conclusive facts showing that "the people who stick
to Maine fare better than those who
emigrate,’

arc

THE

Bin

pepsia, Indigestion, Malaria,

Literature.

an

EZ

observable, butrather dry; tlnn X
’iis’S lo il fever and the pulse more froQ ipient, tin checks tin. h dan.lcliillsm”recom- 33
Tiiis Elixir in curing the above cem-fin
on.
plaints, operates so i-.sto r -move all morbid Eg
irritations ar.d inilamntiou from
the^9
lungs to the surlace, and finally expel
uw from tlio system.
It facilitates expectoration,

Brown’s Iron Bitters is
composed of Iron in soluble
form; Cinchona the great
tonic, together with other
standard remedies, making
a remarkable non-alcoholic
tonic, which will cure Dys-

are

and concludes

when the

»

aration,

This standard article is compounded with the

carlv
lice.”

Be noble! ami the nobleness that lies
In other men. sleeping, but never dead,
Shall rise in majesty to meet thitu own.
:.l. B. Lowell.
mean

intlamation,

an

>ugh

RENEWER.

*

COM3U5VIPTION

then
Srgbie Lungs;
is m *re

Gentlemen :—I have suffered with
pain in my side and back, and great
soreness on my breast, with shooting pains all through my body, attended with great weakness, depression of spirits, and loss of appetite.
I have taken several different
medicines, and was treated by prominent physicians for my liver, kidneys, and spleen, but 1 got no relief.
I thought I would try Brown’s Iron
Bitters ; I have now taken one bottle
and a half and am about well—pain
in side and back all gone—soreness
nil out of my breast, and I have a
good appetite, and am gaining in
strength and flesh.. It can justly be
called the king :/ medicines.
John K. Allendeh.

go^d

rases

not inonraUo, if properly attended to.—
1
msumption, at its r-•niiuencement, is but a
SB slight i'.rital >n of the membrane which covers

Mansfield, Ohio, Nov. -6,1SS1.

master

hi.y Sf/nip PnssPsscs Varied

^

How ? By getting one
bottle of Brown’ Iron Bitters, and taking it regularly
according to directions.

No walls so fair as those our fancies build:
No views so bright as those our visions gild!
[u. W. Holmes.

huugs,

!i

this

The lirste vi rtue, sone. if tliou wilt lerne.
1> to restreino. and kepen well thy tougc.
bancor.

A

feOl.l* M\( i: b»?o.

ly

[Lowell.

^9
^9
^B

1 cendaiy administc <1 its
efficacy hits been ^
1
5«*S invaria? !y m.iT.i
nvincing the most incredulous that

You can continue feeling
miserable and good for nothing, and no one but yourself can find fault, but if you
arc tired of that kind oflife,
you can change it if you
choose.

Some circumstantial evidence is very strong,
when you find a trout in the milk. [Thoreau.

<

H

Instead of feeling tired and
worn out, instead of aches
and pains, wouldn't you
rather feel fresh and strong ?

[Cotton.

g9
kB

1 his valuable medicine is
purely vegetable:
the discovery of which was the result of
many years’ close study, in order to discover
the cause, the symptoms, and tlio cure—viz:

Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Catarrh, I
H Croup, Asthma, Pleurisy, Hoarseness, B
M Influenza, Spitting Blood,
Bronchitis, B
sS and every species of oppression of the Cliest ®
1
In all
where this Elixir has

health and avoid sickness.

who

*9

HAIR

B

Balsamic

| ELIXIR I

El

a

to-day will be the architects
country's destiny in WOO. [Garfield.

If solid happiness we prize.
W ithin our breast this jewels lies.

00 yi

-> -u

after his desert and

even our
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The children of
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I

of

So

33 CO

man

they

brothers in the business.

its

whipping? [Shakspearc.
all the paths that lead to a woman's love,
Pity 's the straightest. [Fletcher.
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astonish every one,
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losing all

struck where

prices

Vegetable

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

I

Caul. lint.

Portland, Bangor &

First.
Because they possess all the merit of the
strengthening porous plaster, and contain in ad
dition thereto the newly discovered powerful and
active vegetable combination which a-ts with increased rubefacient, stimulating, seuativ.- ai.d
counter irritant effects.
Second*
Because they are a genuine pharmaceutical pr.*p-

TTA LL’S

EUXIR.^H|

Otis Intrraliam,

Remedies:

lypowf

N. H. DOWNS’

KATAHDIN.
H. liolx.
( kiiiinriirlnu Alonduy. Ft-h. JO, I.nvj, will make
ur.lil
further
WEEK
THREE TIIIPS PEI!
notiee, leav
iIiyr Belfast every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY anil Kki
i»av at j.jn r. m.
Leaving Boston every Monday,
Wednesday and Kiiidav at a no p. M. Freights
taken at low rates.
,1.4MEN LITTLEFIELD.
Supcrlnteiidenl, Boston, Mass.
It. LANK, .Atjfni. Belfast.
Belfast, Fell. JO, 188J.—8

Reasons Why they are Preferred to All
Other Porous Plasters or V.xtcrual

Ji-i?1"l‘rire 05 ('ruts.

DOWNS’

UAMBKTDGE,

( »»t.

Benson’s Capcine
Porous Plasters.

«£-Don't let the Spring pass without trying
:i
them.

CO., Prop'rs,

.4

Touching ul Wlntrrport, liueksport, Searsport,
Ilrlfast, t aimtrn and Korkland.
CHANGE
OF
TIME.

BY

giving

Bangor

STEAMSHIP CO.

POSITIVELY CURED

WM, O. POOR & SON, Proprietors.

Dropped Out!

is often

Hypocrisy i- the homage vice pays to virtue.
[1>. Boeliefoueauld.
He that repeateth a matter separateth very
friends. [Proverbs.

z=S

^

us

right of private judgment is absolute in
every American citizen. [Garfield.

0
C
30

Q- CO
C3
co a
co

Vice itself loses half its evil by
grossness.
[Burke.

I -e etery
should ‘scape

a

The

5-*
m rn
c= S*

UJ

-J

which men try

Mill surely do It. They arc manufactured In Belfast, of the purest materials, pleusant to take.
Been In use more than thirty years, with Increasing sale.
Me keep a bottle open for all that wish to try
them.
They are free from all inloxlrallng liquors, and
ure not a beverage but a medicine, curing nil
Bilious Diseases, Loss of Appetite, Drow siness, and
wonderful tone and tlgor to the Brain and

am

note of this,” as the sharper said
farmer to write his name on a piece

a

[Emerson.

g*

to«*

g*

die,

K0STl.lt, Manilla-

SOLI) IX BELFAST III B. II. MOODY.

A Foolish Mistake.
make the mistake of confounding a remedy
of merit with quack medicine. We speak from experience when we say that Parker’s Ginger Tonie
is a sterling health restorative which will do ad that
is claimed for it. We have used it ourselves with
the happiest results for Rheumatism and when
worn out by overwork.
See ad\
[Times.

Who ever knew truth put to the worse in
free and open encounter? [Milton.

1

THE BOTTOM

Don’t

of Thought.

by

The touchstone
their own vanity.

forges

“I’ll make
when he got
of paper.

i hie

lover.

Tlr.’ best internal ami external remedy in
the world. K very bottle guaranteed,
rriee, 50 cents and S1.C0-

a man

medicine of real merit, prescribed by many
leading physicians, and universally recommended
who have used it, as a true tonic, is
those
by
Brown’s Iron Bitters.

Ben could not direct at sea.
At sea lie could die wrecked;
His resurrection day would be
The day they’d raise her wrecked.

a

a note he is sent to the penitencoins Ids own words he is sent to the

On, Hope Ever,

A

day a shark went swimming by
And Ben. alas, lie tilled him.
No shark, they said, could make him
Had not the shark lirst killed him.
[Detroit Free Press.

Indian Restorative Bitters!

what the ailment may be, rheumatism,
neuralgia, lameness, asthma, bronchitis—if other
treatment have failed—hope on! go at once for
Thomas’ Eclectric oil. Ii will secure you immediate relief. For sale by It. II. Moody, Belfast.
If

Though

All mankind love

I
Cures Rheumatism, Lumbago?
Lame Back, Sprains and Bruises,
Asthma, Catarrh,- CoughsTfColds,
Sore Throat, Diphtheria, Burns,
Frost
Bites, Tooth, Ear, and
Headache, and all pains and aches.

tiary; if hi*
dictionary.

Back
Ache

IT!

OSGOOD’S

-1 N-

No matter

He was aboard when on the sea;
When on the shore a boarder;
Though not a boarding pirate, lie
Was then a pie rate boarder.

NEGLECT

are so

Michigan produces more salt than any other State
Cnion, and yet tin* average Michiganer is
pretty fresh.

Ben's hardtack was to tack the ship;
Yet never man was sooner
Than lie, when in the slip, to slip.
And quick attack a “schooner."

Gems

DON’T

in tlie

Hope

Boston and

Complaints,

resulting In Dropsy, Brights Dlsrases, Ac.,
March. April and May are the months in
which to stimulate and strengthen the
Kidneys A Liver and purify the Blood.

perfumes.

Sometimes he’ll see a ship; sometimes
He'd only ship a sea.
The climes he saw were mostly climbs
Upon the mast to see.

and Liver

Kidney

Grateful to Invalids.
Floreston Cologne is grateful to invalids, because
is
it
refreshing without the sickening effect of most

liquor hidden.

And search for

As all are aware there Is a great Increase or

}

so

Lent ought to pass very rapidly—There
many fast days in it, you know.

He'd eye his pijie and pipe his eye
When smoking was forbidden;
When wet he'd sav that lie was dry.

..

had worked so successfully
Remedy ,”
in the father’s case. Mr. Hicks, who has been assured by the local physicians that they eould do
nothing more for him, tried Favorite Remedy” at
a venture.
After two weeks’ use of it he passed a
-t<«ne b of an inch long and of the thickness of a
pipe-tom. Since then lie has had no symptoms
of the return of the trouble. Here i- a sick man
healed. What better results eould have been expected : What greater benefit could nit dieal science
confer: The end was gained; that is surely enough.
Dr. Kennedy assures the public, by a reputation
which he cannot afford f» forfeit or imperil, that
the “Favorite Remedy” does invigorate the Blood,
cures Liver, Kidney and Bladder complaints, as

and Ability.
freely advertised in all the papers, seeular and religious, are having a large sale,
and are supplanting all other medicines. There is
no denying the virtues of the hop plant, and the |
proprietors of these Bitters have shown great
shrewdness and ability in compounding a Bitters
whose virtues are so palpable to every one’s observation. [Exchange.

Ben Bosen was a sailor man
But not a man assailer.
Therefore he would not whale a man.
He'd only man a whaler.

Mr. s. \V.

Ii

Shrewdness

Hop Bitters,

BY H. C. DODGE.

Stone In the Bladder Expelled by 1'sin# I)r. Kennedy’s “Favorite Remedy.”
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